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Chapter 1 

“And then the snakes started coming.” Krista was an English professor for an 

institute of higher education in the Walla Walla area. She had short, cropped brown hair, 

sharp features, and a nice, quietly energetic voice. We were standing outside in the fierce 

Washington cold facing Krista’s snow covered flower/vegetable garden, her snow 

covered lavender, her snow covered sedum, her snow covered Russian sage — you get 

the picture — and talking about some of the gardening and front yard maintenance 

experiences she’d had while living in Venezuela. She remembered the outdoor spaces 

and her initial reactions to them quite vividly: “[you] had like, fifty feet of dirt out all 

around your house. You didn’t grow anything. And I thought, well, ‘this is crazy, I want 

shrubs.’” As she told me about acquiring the shrubs and, with them, a posse of shelter-

seeking snakes, Krista’s words were made manifest in puffs of white. As I stood there 

listening, various parts of my body tingled: my fingers, earlobes and toes throbbed in 

response to the intense cold, while my brain’s little grey cells sparked and twittered in 

acknowledgement of Krista’s interesting and immensely useful story.  

Krista is an American citizen, born and raised in Seattle. That she went into a 

South American community, saw the dirt compound she was supposed to live in and 

thought “this is crazy, I want shrubs,” made me wonder where Krista’s vegetation-al 

fixation and desire came from. Was it a matter of taste? Was it a bi-product of being an 

American? Or of growing up in Seattle? Of identifying as a female and wanting 

something to nurture (not to perpetuate stereotypes about gender performance or 

anything)? Or perhaps it was the result of having particular ideas about nature, and a 

craving to be nearer to the things that supposedly constitute it? Mightn’t there be some 
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evolutionarily ingrained human predisposition to seek out green things and plant life (but 

one that’s put on a backburner owing to environmental constraints)?  

Because I’m not an evolutionary anthropologist, the only effort I’ll make to 

respond to that last query is by simply pointing out that in rural India, grass is regarded as 

an ugly natural product that customarily should be plucked out of the earth after a good 

rain (Scott Jenkins 1994, 3). My own research (which I’ll elaborate upon in a minute) 

also shows that even in the U.S. we are not unfailingly welcoming of every green thing 

that pops out of the soil and tries to establish itself in our yards (hence we have the terms 

“weed” or “invasive species” to apply to a whole host of slightly unfavourable botanical 

materials). 

One of the objectives of this text is to address and answer the key questions posed 

above, and not just as they relate to Krista, but rather as they relate to a whole host of 

Walla Walla interviewees and the American people generally. At both a national and 

extremely local level, we’ll consider how ideas about gender performance, class 

affiliation/association, and nature shape people’s approaches to managing and interacting 

with their front yard spaces. Ricocheting off these topics, we’ll close by analysing how 

different yard maintenance practices heavily impact relationships (specifically, spousal 

and neighbourly relations) and factor into the creation of individual identities.  

In a Nutshell 

After providing a brief history of American lawns, Chapter 2 offers us a 

whirlwind tour of contemporary American front yard spaces as they are presented by 

home maintenance magazines, commercials for lawn mowers and allergy relief 
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medications (pollen’s a devil!), Facebook posts, YouTube lawn-resuscitation and 

intervention channels, and alternative landscaping focused newspaper columns. The 

tableau of American yards that I stitch together from these disparate online materials 

gives us some indication of how people across the nation are broadcasting their 1) upper 

class statuses and 2) gender identities using their front yard spaces as megaphones. In the 

first case, using Pierre Bourdieu’s Distinction as my foundation, I argue there’s an 

ongoing rupture in the upper classes as the traditional golf course-esque lawn is staving 

off a new challenger, the xeriscaped/native-plant-occupied front yard, for the imaginary 

(but no less consequential) title of “ultimate marker of good taste and distinction.” In the 

second gender-identity case, Facebook comments are heavily scrutinized and a picture 

emerges of lawn mowing and maintenance activities as being heteronormative-affirming, 

coming-of-age opportunities for American boys. Lastly, Chapter 2 explores the trend of 

adopting a quasi-environmental protectionist mind-set while sculpting one’s outdoor 

space. This mind-set requires the setting aside of Human Exceptionalism theories, and 

promotes a front yard aesthetic that highlights both natural and artificial elements. 

In Chapter 3 we dip into and analyse just four of the sixteen interviews I 

conducted with Walla Walla residents to obtain “extremely local” answers to the class 

question raised above. By focusing on the stories and yards of Paige (one of 

Washington’s 85 teachers-for-the-blind), Krista (the English professor featured in the 

introduction), Sally (a foreign language professor), and Patricia/William (a married 

couple and former real-estate appraisal agents), it becomes apparent that a similar split 

between the golf-course type and “natural” yard varieties observed at the national level 

exists amongst this small town’s upper-echelons. In this chapter, the point of divergence 
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is traced back to a preference for either naked or veiled artifice — i.e. a yard space that 

appears to have been untouched by human hands and/or highlights natural objects, or one 

that has been aggressively worked/transfigured and sports manmade goods. Bourdieu’s 

ideas about taste (including the notion that it is what translates objects into distinct, value 

laden signs that most all of us compute and respond to accordingly) buoy-up and elevate 

our discussion.  

 In Chapter 4, I apply Bruno Latour’s Actor-Network Theory when dissecting my 

Walla Walla-ites’ understandings of and interactions with nature. Here, I treat the yard as 

an extension of nature. Working off Latour’s idea that nonhuman and human beings are 

just nodes in flat, non-hierarchical networks of relations (each of them constantly flip-

flop between the positions of subject and object), I argue that my interviewees are 

intimately aware of, and sometimes allow their own lives and schedules to become 

subsidiary to the needs and natural cycles of their trees or grasses. Although trees and 

grasses exercised control over their caretakers at certain times of the year, my 

interviewees tended to respond more grudgingly to the demands of the grasses than those 

of the trees. I associate this grudging-grass capitulation to the existence of a pro-arboreal 

subculture in the city. Lastly, in Chapter 4 I talk about how nature-as-wilderness crept 

into my respondents’ yards (in the form of wild animals) and minds (by imagining these 

spaces as private forests). 

Chapter five is where we envision the yard as being an extension of the self, the 

family, the home, and the community. Using Carol Rose’s Property and Persuasion, we 

try to think about property as a process, and yard maintenance work as a way of 

constantly renewing one’s claim to the land. Upon observing an unusual gender 
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breakdown in front yard care (with things like mowing duties shifting from little boys to 

adult women in stages), we return to the European Middle Ages and think about women’s 

uneasy relationship with property and as property. Keeping in mind that they were 

trapped in this sub-human, object/property limbo for centuries, I choose to read the 

prominence of women actors in the Walla Walla front yard scene as a sign of female 

liberation and empowerment. After briefly talking about the very personal and private 

aspects of the front space (wherein we consider people’s Nature as a Pipeline to God 

philosophies and their deep, intimate connections to individual plants), we launch into a 

discussion highlighting the meta-property or communal property dimensions of the yard 

phenomenon. To this end, we dissect and consider the furore sparked by Walla Walla’s 

tree pruning services, and the climate of gift-giving and sharing that’s taken root around 

this Washington fringe town’s front yard spaces. The final section of this chapter and 

thesis explores these outdoor constructed environments as rabble rousers, or rather, as 

points of conflict and contention where neighbourly relations are at their most strained.  

In sum, my primary findings soon to be expounded upon in this text are three-

fold. First, the front yard space, both nationally and locally, is a very public arena where 

two disparate ideas about taste, one which augments a wild/pristine nature and the other 

which downplays and tempers it with manmade goods, are currently duking it out for 

recognition as the epitome of high class refinement. Second, the yard itself is not an 

inanimate object transformed by humans, but rather, through its seasonal cycles, actually 

defines not only when and how humans interact with it, but ultimately what they both 

become in the process of interacting (anxious raking wrecks, philanthropists dealing in 

botanical goods, cropped and uniform green colonies, “wild”-looking shrubs, etc.). 
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Finally, in the liberal pocket of Walla Walla, and contrary to the national norm, women 

supplant the men in their lives as the dominant caretakers of these yards — likely as a 

way to take ownership of this space  that is viewed as an extension of nature. Class, 

gender, and nature ideas are embedded in the front yard space; for these reasons the yard 

is a total social phenomenon. 

The Process: coddiwompling (traveling purposefully towards a vague 
destination) 
 

The information used to flesh-out the four chapters of my thesis (excluding this 

introduction and the conclusion) I amassed in two different research stages. The first 

stage, which supplied me with materials for chapter two, involved picking through a slew 

of online home improvement/nature magazines (including Better Homes and Gardens, 

Country Living, Good Housekeeping, and Birds and Blooms), watching videos on Roger 

Cook’s This Old House YouTube channel, taking notes on allergy-relief and lawn mower 

commercials uploaded online (including advertisements for Allegra and Mucinex, as well 

as Honda and Walker mowers), and reading the Facebook posts of people referenced in 

regional newspaper columns about sensational, yard-related stories.  

Although I cast a broad net in searching for my data, I was discerning in that I 

only analysed materials from 2014-2016. This restriction left me with the most current 

snapshots of front yard trends/fads/stories that were seizing and impacting the national 

discourse. I also focused primarily on the mainstream — on popular magazines with large 

readerships, and Facebook posts that had garnered thousands of comments. Recognising 

that advertisements and commercials tend to “display a higher standard of living to which 
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most people aspire but few enjoy,” I tried to counterbalance and offset the inherent 

elitism of Walker commercials and Good Housekeeping articles by analysing the Home 

and Garden sections of regional newspapers (for example, Eugene’s The Register Guard) 

and by tapping into the populist social media platform, Facebook, to access the thoughts 

of America’s  “regular” folks (Scott Jenkins 1994, 64). 

 The second stage of my research was more time consuming, taxing, bone-chilling 

(Walla Walla’s climate was not very agreeable this winter), and ultimately, rewarding. In 

order to amass data for chapters 3-5, I went door-to-door, passing out more than 300 

flyers asking Walla Walla homeowners to participate in my front yard study. That all of 

my sixteen respondents live within a mile of Whitman College is a product of my legs’ 

capacities and amenabilities to slogging through huge snow banks in mid-December (See 

Appendix A for a distribution map). I opted to do this most physically demanding part of 

my research in the dead of winter after realising I could save myself a substantial amount 

of time/stress come Spring semester if I recruited and interviewed people during 

Whitman’s Winter Break.  

 I met with each of my sixteen volunteers one time for thirty-eight to ninety-five 

minutes. Sometimes we sat indoors and looked out the window at their snow-carpeted 

lawns. Other times we bundled ourselves up in scarves, slapped on snow boots and 

trekked out into these sad grey landscapes of frozen plants (See Appendix B for 

snapshots of my participants’ yards in the springtime). I came prepared for each interview 

with a list of questions (Where did you grow up and what did your outdoor spaces look 

like when you were a child? Can you talk me through what you have going on in this 

front yard space? Do you think your yard fits in with the others on this block? How 
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would you typify your relationship with your neighbours? etc.), but was more than happy 

to go off script and let my interviewees guide/dictate the course of our conversation 

(which was how I learned about the city’s tree-clipping service). I recorded all my 

interviews with a smartphone, and used these audio files to transcribe the conversations 

for later analysis. I took physical, illegible notes mostly so that in those quiet, sticky 

moments of the conversation I could feign like I was distractedly writing something 

down, when in reality I was actually struggling to process and respond to what had just 

been said to me.   

 My interviewees were all (save perhaps one) well educated individuals who had 

migrated to Walla Walla between four and twenty-eight years ago (except for Daniel who 

has lived in the area all his life). Five of my respondents had either passed through some 

Master Gardener certification program (Nadine and Krista), worked professionally as 

garden-designers (Svetlana), or been involved in such outdoor cultivation or plant-

enthusiast groups as the All-Women’s Perennial Garden Team or Native Plant Society 

(Krista, Nadine, Lenora and Jess). In twelve of the sixteen cases, the person I was 

interviewing was a fellow woman. In two instances I became the third wheel in a 

conversation between couples. On two separate occasions I spoke only to male 

widowers/divorcees. Approximately a third of my respondents identified with members 

of the middle class, while all the rest, except one (who explained to me that she had 

always operated from a position of poverty), could be linked to upper-crust society 

(although this wasn’t a topic anybody broached of their own accord. People generally 

didn’t want to talk about it, and some even completely skirted or side-stepped my pointed 

socioeconomic questions). Six of my respondents had been (or were still) 
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teachers/professors in public school (Lenora and Paige) or college settings (Krista, Sally, 

Nelly and Connor). The rest were retired real-estate appraisers (Patricia and William), 

retired computer-systems analysts (Lydia), college councillors (Tessa), professional 

sculptors/calligraphers (Jess), former veterans and entrepreneurs (Gerald), retired wheat 

farmers (Daniel), or unemployed/in transition (Donna and Anastasia). Three-quarters of 

my respondents were at least in their fifties and on the cusp of retirement, if not already 

retired. 

 I cannot claim that my sample is representative of the Walla Walla community at 

large. Not one of my interviewees had a blue-collar job, and furthermore, my 75% female 

response rate is what you’d expect from polling the cast of a Pedro Almodovar movie 

rather than the residents of a small (yet vibrant) American town. Because I cannot, in 

good faith, make the claim that Walla Walla yards are this or that given my study’s 

obvious capacity to skew feminist/elitist, I’ll only argue that my findings could be read as 

indicators and hints of what might be going on with upper class society and their outdoor, 

front yard spaces. This intensely local study also seems to corroborate the claims I made 

about national front yard maintenance/design practices. So not only is my research 

grounded somewhat by its pairing with the national yard survey (Chapter 2), its findings 

are also contextualised by, and embedded in such heavily scrutinized and circulated ideas 

as Latour’s Actor-Network Theory, Bourdieu’s habitus/taste-based models for classes, 

and Rose’s property as process proposition. An effort was made to avoid that not seeing 

the forest for the trees (or in our case, not see the lawn for all the blades of grass) pitfall 

which often accompanies such small, intimate studies as this one.  
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Chapter 2: Lawns in the United States 

 Nature is a cultural category, a social construct (Frese 1992, 21). Depending on 

where and around whom one grew up, depending on one’s ethnicity, current job, social 

standing, past experiences — the idea of what constitutes “nature” shifts. According to 

Lewis Mumford “nature as a system of interests and activities is one of the chief 

creations of the civilized man” (Fine 1997, 70). What sort of “nature” have we tacked, 

sewn, glued, and mushed together in the United States?  In this chapter we grapple with 

two different natureworks — two, seemingly irreconcilable ways of interacting with and 

conceptualising “nature.” One, supplied by Canadian Margaret Atwood, posits that man 

loves order and cannot tolerate pure “nature” because of its apparent “absence of order” 

and its spontaneity (Atwood 1968). In Progressive Insanities of a Pioneer, Atwood 

documents a battle between a farmer intent upon producing crops and remaking the 

natural world in his image (“He dug the soil in rows,/imposed himself with shovels/He 

asserted/into the furrows, I/am not random”), and nature as wilderness — this 

oppositional constant that carries out acts of guerrilla warfare, undermining the man’s 

efforts at every turn until he is eventually overcome (“On his beaches, his clearings,/by 

the surf of under-/growth breaking at his feet,/ he foresaw disintegration”). An 

alternative, more idyllic reading of the human/culture-nature interaction stems from 

American poet, Emily Dickinson’s I taste a liquor never brewed (Dickinson 1861). In 

this poem, Dickinson utilizes the metaphor of drinking in nature and getting caught up in 

its sense of abandon — as one might after downing a brewed, or manmade alcohol. Here, 

nature is a stimulus (“inebriate of air — am I —/ and Debauchee of Dew —”) unmatched 

by any artificial high (“Not all the Frankfort Berries/Yield such an Alcohol”). 
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 These poems are relevant to our discussion insofar as they, when put in 

conversation with each other, highlight some of the tensions I unearthed in researching 

the phenomenon of the American front yard. Although strains of Atwood’s Male Human 

Exceptionalism story tend to dominate discussions of lawn care and maintenance (I say 

“Male” because the two short Atwood passages above are strewn with a litany of 

masculine pronouns), hints of the Dickinsonian embrace of unadulterated, wholesale 

nature creep into these exact same public discourses too. In a nutshell, this chapter boils 

down to an idea of belonging — to which class does this assemblage of lawn features 

belong? Who belongs in this domain? How much, and what type of nature actually 

belongs in this constructed plot? And the real whopper: to what America do the 

homeowners creating these lawns envision themselves as belonging? 

A Question of Class 

The American lawn is actually an English import. Not in its small, contiguous, 

fence-less aesthetic (the English “lawn” is grand and walled-in) — but in the grass itself. 

European grasses came over to North America after the English Enclosure Movement of 

the 1700s paved the way for manor house lawns — starting first by converting small 

productive farmers, garden tenants and cottagers’ lands into grasslands for deer hunting 

(Robbins 2007, 21). Like seemingly all things English, the grasses (and accompanying 

weeds) colonists brought over to feed their cattle were a bit imperialistic. They hedged-

out the indigenous grasses that had never had to cope with intensive ungulate grazing 

before (Robbins 2007, 22). As of today, Buffalograss is the only grass indigenous to 

North America that survived to be incorporated into our ornamental turfgrass mixes — 
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the rest are from other continents (Robbins 2007, 23). Up until the 1850s, grass plots 

were associated with “elite opulence” in the Deep South and “collectively managed […] 

commons” or state displays in New England (Robbins 2007, 25). The average 

American’s home at this time opened up either close to the street with a small, fenced 

garden between (New England), or onto a swept dirt plot (South) (Jenkins Smith 1994, 

2). Writing in the mid-19th century, Andrew Jackson Downing was indispensable in 

changing all this by linking up the English lawn ideal with the American home (Robbins 

2007, 25). 

Downing was a proponent of the Graceful School of lawn management, a heavily 

manicured English style that contrasted markedly with the other rough-hewn English 

look (Robbins 2007, 25). In one tome, Downing paired pictures of sweeping, well-mown 

grass vistas with poetic instructions: “the keeping of such a scene should be of the most 

polished kind […with the] grass mown into a softness like velvet” (Robbins 2007, 25). 

While presumably everyone loves green velvet, Downing is thought to have had an 

alternative motive for pushing this manicured lawn aesthetic in the domestic sphere. So 

far as he was concerned, the uniform look could sow the seeds of solidarity and 

community between people of very moderate means (Robbins 2007, 26). It could act as a 

stabiliser and adhesive in these regions that were rapidly growing and diversifying 

(especially in urban areas)—and foster the creation of a genteel middle class.  

During the Civil War, the first suburban communities sprang up in Boston, 

Philadelphia and New York (Scott Jenkins 1994, 3). Supposedly, these communities were 

modelled after Frederick Law Olmstead’s newly minted city parks (including Central 

Park and the Boston Fens) (Scott Jenkins 1994, 3; Robbins 2007, 27). The parks 
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themselves had a social-engineering aspect about them, insofar as they were purportedly 

made to “better the moral conditions of urban dwellers, especially the working class” by 

granting them “access to groomed and civilized environments” (Robbins 2007, 27). 

Olmsted was a noteworthy figure not only for naturalising the idea of having such a 

heavily crafted and manicured outdoor space, but for also heaping a whole morality 

component on the design: a proper, contained nature for a respectable and ruly 

citizen/man. These 19th century suburbs — with the word “Park” actually embedded in 

their names (for example Llewellyn Park in New Jersey and Cleveland Park in 

Washington D.C.) — served as the inspiration for their 20th century counterparts  (Scott 

Jenkins 1994, 3-4; Robbins 2007, 27).   

In the 1920s, the popularity of automobiles among middle class Americans 

coincided with, and fed into the expansion of suburbs across the country (Scott Jenkins 

1994, 4). Meanwhile, the introduction and rise of golf and its accompanying green 

botanic carpet in the U.S., saw the Department of Agriculture and the Golf Association 

working together on Poaceae (grass) research that ultimately enabled lawn grass to be 

grown in most every American climate (Scott Jenkins 1994, 5). The big clincher in the 

establishment of the lawn as the front yard landscape of choice, came after WWII when 

the federal government helped veterans buy newly built homes, and also invested in the 

infrastructure (roads) they’d need to access and populate those areas in the most distant 

parts of the country (Scott Jenkins 1994, 5). At this point it’s argued that contractors 

transplanted the idea of the lawn from upper-middle class suburbs to these proliferating, 

blue-collar tract house neighbourhoods (Scott Jenkins 1994, 5). As of today, more 

Americans are becoming what Paul Robbins regards as Lawn People — and by that we 
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mean more citizens are getting sucked into turf maintenance routines every year (2007, 

130). Turfgrass, this English import, is still very much in vogue even though it’s rooted in 

history as an imperialistic, morally burdensome and elitist artefact.  

 There is no question that the uniform, closely cropped, highly manicured green 

lawn is a form associated with, and attributed to the upper echelons of American society. 

According to Bourdieu, the elites are the trendsetters and standardizers when it comes to 

material culture (Bourdieu 1984). Their well-to-do-ness in the economic realm is 

conflated with a well-to-do-ness in the social realm as well. They got where they are not 

owing to their original material conditions, but to their smarts, their discernment, their 

good judgment, their humanity, etc. With all these positive social/moral attributes 

swirling around them, it’s no wonder that the elites’ material culture, the objects that 

compose and facilitate their lifestyles, also get swept up in this twister of positive social 

reinforcement. Figuratively speaking, it is at this time that a standard is born and a bar is 

set. When members of the upper classes’ positive social attributes finally become 

conflated with their material possessions, reproducing/imitating/copying their objects 

becomes desirable. 

 Through the aforementioned process (which Bourdieu defines as the “gentle 

violence of cultural missionary work;” Bourdieu 1984, 163), the upper classes of today 

have isolated the manicured, green lawn as the epitome of style and taste for the reference 

of those lower on the socio-economic totem pole. In most of the lawn mowing and 

allergy commercials I watched, a golf course-esque emerald plot took centre stage (see 

fig. 1 below).  
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 

 

Fig. 1 Note the emerald green and carefully manicured lawn aesthetic championed in all 
these panels. Also, pay attention to the number of white males appearing and doing the 
work in these frames.  
 

Whether or not these televised representations of the lawn aid in the 

internalization of the upper class’s “legitimate [lawn] standard” is hard to prove. 

However, there is no doubt that the emerald-carpet look is widely regarded as the 

normative aesthetic that 75% of American homeowners investing time/money in their 

lawns every year are either compelled to try to reproduce or cite as the height of good 

outdoor landscaping taste (Gartman 1991, 425; Smith 2016). On the This Old House 
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YouTube channel of landscape contractor, Roger Cook, a client describes her 

expectations: “Roger, I want a consistent, natural looking lawn. I don’t need a golf 

course” (Cook 2014). One way of interpreting this exchange is that the woman is 

expressing a desire for something more modest in her outdoor outfittings than a golf 

course — which she regards as a luxury she “[doesn’t] need.” It would be easy to see this 

woman as a commoner whose life is shaped by the “cultural missionary work” of the 

trendsetting upper-crust; a woman who has internalized her lowly position in the social 

hierarchy and managed to transfigure her “constraints into preferences,” and to identify 

“taste” (and not economic necessity) as the thing generating the set of “choices” 

constituting her lifestyle (Bourdieu 1984, 174-5).  

An alternative reading of this whole affair is to recognize her as one of the 

arbiters of taste — as a cultural elite. According to Bourdieu, taste is “the propensity and 

capacity to appropriate (materially or symbolically) a given class of classified, classifying 

objects or practices” (1984, 173). Could the female client in the This Old House episode 

actually perceive the “natural looking lawn” as having aesthetic value? Is this just another 

classic case of downclassing — of the cultural elites appropriating and cherry-picking the 

material products, the low-hanging fruits from other socio-economic spheres subordinate 

to their own (Bourdieu 1984, 163)? Even if the woman has the freedom to co-opt the 

lower class’s “natural looking lawns,” she nevertheless cites the manicured golf course-

esque lawn as the ultimate luxury good. In this episode we see that the golf course-esque 

lawn has been transmuted from a simple thing into a “distinct and distinctive sign” of 

sophistication (Bourdieu 1984, 174).  
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YouTube videos and commercials are not the only places one finds references to 

the upper echelons’ material culture assemblages. Many of the top ten (based on 

subscriptions) home and garden improvement magazines (including Better Homes and 

Gardens, Good Housekeeping and Country Living) recognise and cater to the upper 

crust’s “taste for freedom” (Gartman 1991, 434). Ultimately, this is not too remarkable a 

discovery considering advertisers everywhere often opt to position their products in high 

class, aesthetically distinguished settings in order to both make what they’re selling seem 

the natural extension of the luxurious surrounds, while also positing a certain 

respectability level and classy-ness on the part of the product’s consumers (Scott Jenkins 

1994, 64). Recognizing that “taste” is a largely unconscious affair that one becomes more 

alert to and mindful of as s/he “rises in the social hierarchy,” home and garden magazines 

appear to be tapping into and even bolstering this trend among the upper-echelons to 

conflate a “life-style” with a “stylization of life” (Bourdieu 1984, 174). To this end, the 

magazines emphasize making a “stylish statement” with the lawn: letting one’s “design 

sensibilities shine” and creating an “eye-catching landscape that won’t be missed” (Front 

Yard Landscape Secrets accessed 2016; Mallon 2015). Given their economic advantages, 

the upper echelons are liberated of the need to evaluate everything through the lens of 

functionality/utility/expense, and can instead afford to have an aesthetic point of view (a 

“taste for freedom”) while constructing their lived environments (Gartman 1991, 424). 

What this means for our discussion is that it is not enough for the members of the upper 

crust to possess a lawn, they need to possess a lawn that can additionally be claimed as an 

objet d’art (Bourdieu 1984, 1 21).  
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 Mainstream magazines are concerned with promoting the upper class’s fixation 

on aesthetics. Consider for example Good Housekeeping’s recent recommendation to 

“wave goodbye to mowing, [and] consider alternatives like ‘no-mow’ grass, clover, or a 

blend” (Smith 2016). Tellingly, these recommendations are qualified by saying that the 

aforementioned ground-covers “won’t offer a golf course-like appearance, but [will] 

cover large areas with a swath of green” (Smith, 2016). Good Housekeeping takes as a 

given the idea that a “golf course-like appearance” is what everyone is striving for and 

hoping to create. To introduce a no-mow grass or clover ground-cover into one’s yard, 

then, is to settle for less and fall short of the high bar set by the upper crusts’ golf course-

esque lawns (managing to reproduce only one golf course-like characteristic, namely, the 

“swath of green”-ness).  

 All that is being offered here is a means of superficially “upclassing” for some of 

society’s less economically advantaged folks. With these no-mow grass alternatives, the 

lower and middle classes (LMCs) can temporarily satisfy the pretensions they acquire 

through this system, this rat-race wherein “all groups are running in the same direction, 

towards the same objectives […]designated by the leading group” (Bourdieu 1984, 163). 

These masses lagging behind (the LMCs) will never actually acquire what the 

frontrunners possess because “whatever these properties may be intrinsically, they are 

modified and qualified by their distinctive rarity [their objet d’art-ness] and will no 

longer be what they are once they are multiplied and made available” (Bourdieu 1984, 

163). No-mow grass and clover are the outdoor material culture equivalents of faux fur. 

They are the cheap, knock-off versions of the leading group’s lush green carpets. While 

the LMCs can satisfy themselves that they are acquiring some of what the upper crust has 
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with these substitutes, in reality they have gained no ground in terms of economic 

equality, and are still essentially agreeing to run in this race where the course itself is 

dictated by those in the front. By promoting faux-fur clover and groundcover solutions, 

by ensuring that the LMC’s stop at the same checkpoints and follow the exact same 

routes as the leaders of the pack, the magazines are complicit in making “differences 

between conditions,” though not “different conditions,” eternal (the LMCs will 

eventually get their green lawns, but by then the upper crusters will have jogged on and 

made a different type of modified space “classy”) (Bourdieu 1984, 163). For now, the 

closely cropped, highly manicured, emerald green lawn still indexes, still belongs in the 

material culture assemblage of the upper echelons. However, the next section explores 

some of the different aesthetic objects that are being incorporated into the 

cultural/economic elites’ toolbox of classifying materials. 

A Question of Nature  

We are in the process of transition in society at this moment. Although we still 

widely recognize the golf-course-esque lawn as the epitome of outdoor aesthetic luxury, I 

find more and more evidence that the upper class is re-examining the emerald plot’s 

prized position in their material culture assemblages. Although the LMCs have already 

adopted or incorporated into their own lives the green lawn= indexing privilege + man is 

exceptional so he must beat nature into submission wherever possible formula that the 

dominant class has established, those living among the upper crust seem on the verge of 

discarding, or at least softening the second half of that expression (Bourdieu 1984, 163). 

This shifting of allegiances from one aesthetic object to another is typical upper echelon 
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behaviour. By embracing wholesale the idea that “permanence can be ensured by change 

and the structure perpetuated by movement,” the dominant class keeps the subordinate 

classes preoccupied, placated, and always a few years behind (Bourdieu 1984, 163). 

Now, upper class tastes are changing in such a way that distancing oneself from the realm 

of necessity and creating objets d’art no longer depend exclusively on how un-natural 

one can make a plot of grass look in nature’s own domain (the outside world). Letting 

“nature be your guide,” and answering “the call of the wild” by selecting “landscape 

materials native to your region,” for example, is becoming a more widely promoted 

choice today by popular magazines (“Front Yard Landscape Secrets,” accessed 2016).  

In Jill Staake’s April 27, 2016 Birds & Blooms article about xeriscaping in 

California, she reminds us that “drought-tolerant landscaping isn’t the same as planting a 

vegetable garden,” and recommends we “avoid neat rows” (Staake 2016). The 

Progressive Insanities of a Pioneer protagonist is apparently supposed to try to be more 

selectively inclusive of different elements of nature in his 21st century built environments. 

Staake even goes so far as to advocate “accenting” groups of plants with rocks — 

incorporating these natural elements into a meticulously planned/designed front lawn 

space (Staake 2016). Likewise, Better Homes and Gardens is a strong proponent of 

blending “natural and artificial elements [to give a yard] an established, comfortable 

look.” Again, this magazine ascribes the “natural” characterisation to things like boulders 

(“Front Yard Landscape Secrets,” accessed 2016).  

Some of what I see going on here are magazines doing protectionist naturework 

— particularly in relation to the ideas of letting “nature be your guide” by incorporating 

thickets of native plants and lumpen stones into a front lawn space. Let “nature by your 
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guide” sounds suspiciously similar to protectionist, Barry Commoner’s Third Law of 

Ecology: “nature knows best” (Fine 1997, 72). This apparent denial of human 

exceptionalism coincides with a fetishizing of nature’s (supposed) primitivism (Fine 1997, 

82). Hence, in the Better Homes and Gardens article we are exhorted to answer the “call 

of the wild.”  

The area where I see the home and garden magazines as diverging from 

protectionist natureworking is in the treatment of the nature-culture divide. Protectionists 

— who advocate for the strict segregation of the cultural and natural realms in order to 

protect the latter’s authenticity and purity — would obviously have a problem with the 

magazines’ calls for “blending natural and artificial elements” into one composite whole 

(“Front Yard Landscape Secrets,” accessed 2016). Building off of and translating this idea 

of an artificial/natural hybrid space from the page to the real world, we see in the Walker 

commercial that one of the green lawns being mowed is ringed by woody plants and 

decorated with a statue of a buck in the far-right background (Fig. 2).  

 

Fig. 2 
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The artificiality and mimicry of nature found on the fringe of this emerald green, 

transparently manmade space, strikes me as a very interesting development in the 

Atwood/Dickinsonian man-nature conversation. While Frese’s 1992 study found that 

most Americans agreed with the classification of flowers, bushes, trees, bodies of water 

and rocks as “forms of nature” that “belong” in the yard, she also discovered that the 

homeowners, as well as the manufacturers and retailers of lawn art, viewed these 

marble/plaster/plastic ornaments as “natural outgrowths of the yard” (1992, 23). Frese 

speculates that the inclusion of “wildlife figures” in these heavily worked and 

meticulously designed spaces serve “to mask the absence of nature’s magic” (1992, 23). 

The magazines and commercials give us glimpses of the same problem (a denatured lawn 

space), and whispers of the same solution (take nature as a model).  

 The implications of this discussion, as it relates to Progressive Insanities of a 

Pioneer, is that man has already won. Instead of letting nature in only to pre-empt its next 

successful invasion (“If he had known unstructured/ space is a deluge/ and stocked his 

log house-/boat with all the animals/ even the wolves/ he might have floated;” Atwood 

1968), in the third millennium magazines and commercials man appears dominant and 

self-assured enough to selectively incorporate into his own sphere the bits and pieces of 

the Other, of nature, that he likes. The truly successful man (so far as socioeconomic 

status is concerned) can completely exterminate nature in his yard, then broadcast his 

victory by purchasing and rechristening man-made objects as natural products. Both 

artificial wilderness and tiny, fractured pieces of natural wilderness belong in the yard so 

long as some man put them there.  
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 A Question of Gender   

 Referring back to figures 1 and 2, a close inspection of the screenshots taken 

from five lawn-related commercials may uncover a rather curious pattern — all of the 

panels capture a man in the vicinity of, or act of mowing a lawn. Indeed, although women 

consistently and routinely (100% of the time for those articles where an author was 

actually cited) wrote lawn-improvement and decoration articles, men constantly featured 

into pop-culture representations of lawn maintenance and management. Lawns also 

became central to stories featured online about male responsibility and 

maturation/coming-of-age. 

 Evidently taking their cue from Margaret Atwood’s inclusion of a male 

protagonist (more like antagonist) in Progressive Insanities of a Pioneer, the Walker 

lawnmower commercial from the spring of 2016 seems to embrace wholesale the idea of 

men as the primary shapers/dictators of their natural surroundings. Their ad features 

dozens of quick shots of mostly men (admittedly, there was one girl and two blurry 

images of what could be women) operating heavy-duty riding lawn mowers (the mowers 

seemed to belong more to the tractor family than to any other lineage of domestic/urban 

machinery). The voice of the male narrator booms out from a sound-cloud of epic, 

Mission Impossible style guitar music to address the deepest most intimate question on 

viewers’ minds: “Maybe you’ve been wondering why the other guy’s lawn looks so good 

[…] It’s no wonder the most successful guys choose Walker over all the rest” (emphasis 

mine) (Walker 2016, “Spring Commercial”). While “guys” has recently become a rather 

innocuous and all-inclusive means of casually addressing any group of people, in the 

context of this ad — given its pairing with the man’s voice, with numerous images of 
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white men capably operating big machines, and with a whole lot of shop-talk about “test 

driving” Walker lawn mowers — “guys” has a very gender-specific connotation. This 

Walker ad was not the only case I found of this male-centric lawn phenomenon. Whether 

one sits down to watch thirty-second clips about Honda lawn mowers, Allegra gel caps or 

Mucinex allergy relief tablets, one is practically guaranteed to see the beaming face of 

some white man onscreen, happily tending to (or relaxing on) a lawn.  

 The This Old House YouTube channel is particularly pertinent to our discussion 

because its male host, landscape contractor Roger Cook, travels around the country and 

gives advice about how people can “fix” their lawns (Cook 2014, “How to Fix a […] 

Lawn”). The episode he posted on August 14th, 2014 is especially interesting because of 

the interaction Roger has with his brawny, family man client. After an initial meeting 

where Roger has de-thatched, aerated, fertilized and re-seeded the man’s lawn, he returns 

six months later to see the fruits of his labour and to determine whether the father/client 

has followed his parting maintenance instructions. Taking him into the yard, the father 

proudly shows this landscape guru his emerald green, carefully trimmed lawn (see fig. 3) 

and exclaims: 

 — I aerated, I seeded, I composted the whole lawn and look how it came out, Roger! 

 — Looks great! [Roger then launches into this long explanation about how Mr. 

Dad can stave off snow mould…] 

—I’ll listen to your tips because my family and I really enjoy this beautiful lawn now” 

(Cook 2014, “How to Fix a Patchy […] Lawn”).  

 

 That Mr. Dad takes full credit for tending to the lawn and nursing it back to health 

(as evinced by his “I…I…I’s”) and that he speaks on behalf of his entire family when 
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talking about it (“my family…really enjoy[s] this beautiful lawn”), are just a few items of 

interest that clue us into the fact that the lawn is very much a male dominated space. It is 

a man’s cultural artefact that he is sharing with his family. Furthermore, Mr. Dad seems 

to have internalised and to have subsequently embodied/enacted the cultural trope of 

“man” as the tamer and cultivator of a fertile Mother Nature/Earth (Frese 1992, 30). One 

wonders if there’s something more than coincidence in the fact that the man who feels 

confident enough to speak on behalf of his spouse, also feels like he has the authority to 

dictate what does and does not belong in nature. Mr. Dad has apparently determined that 

snow mould does not belong. In the lawn we see two different aspects of the Patriarchy 

(environmental and domestic) blossoming side by side.  

 

Fig. 3 The Dad/Client, on right, proudly shows landscape contractor Roger 
Cook his strong and lush grass. 

 

   Lastly, when thinking about gender and lawns, one cannot ignore the male 

responsibility or coming-of-age component. In Huntsville, Alabama one teenager, 
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Rodney King Jr., started cutting lawns for the “elderly, disabled and single mothers for 

free” (Smith 2016, “This Lawn…for Free”). After he developed some name recognition 

around town, he teamed up with the “Raising Men Lawn Care Service” and began 

recruiting other young individuals to help “those in need” in the same way (Smith 2016, 

“This Lawn…for Free”). In and of itself, Mr. King Jr.’s service is curious in that it’s 

deemed necessary at all. Paul Robbins, a University of Arizona professor of Geography 

and Regional Development and the author of Lawn People, reports that when his 

neighbour had job troubles, he and his son mowed the fellow’s lawn. Robbins 

remembers: “we didn’t ask him, we just mowed it. I knew he was under a lot of pressure 

and needed help” (my emphasis) (Robbins 2007,113). That lawn maintenance, like food 

and shelter, is perceived by these Americans as being something that should be 

administered to the disadvantaged or offered up to those who are hard-up on their luck is 

telling. In mowing these lawns do Robbins and King Jr. see themselves as filling an 

intolerable/offensive hole in the social safety net? Personally, I think these two instances 

showcase just how deeply Olmsted’s 19th century movement has become rooted in 

Americans’ collective consciousness today. The lawn is indeed a “moralized landscape” 

with its own “specific rules and standards” (Robbins 2007, 29). More than that, it’s the 

embodiment of the idea that there’s some connection between “a type of landscape and a 

type of person” (Robbins 2007, 29). By mowing the lawns of strangers or neighbours, 

Robbins and King Jr. are presenting themselves as moral, civic-minded and responsible 

Lawn People (see chapter 4). Rather than let a fellow (or would-be) Turfgrass Subject 

slip in their yard maintenance duties and thusly fall-out with the rest of the Turfgrass 
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Community, the pair intervene. They keep people’s membership in this morally/ethically 

fixated community valid.  

Meanwhile, halfway across the country in Oakdale, California one man’s 

Facebook feed exploded with Likes this year after he posted this first-hand account of a 

fourteen year old tween who mowed his lawn and other lawns in the neighbourhood in 

order to get pocket money to take his girlfriend out on a date. Ryan Cox who first 

documented the kid’s epic, saccharinely sweet mission, reported: “"So we've been going 

door to door getting him business and he busted his ass mowing lawns and sweeping 

sidewalks [...]I'm impressed by whoever is raising this boy, great job!!! Thanks to you 

guys that also noticed and pitched in on the cause to building our future men!" (Copson 

2016). Apparently, in Huntsville and Oakdale alike, the hard work involved specifically 

in the practice of mowing lawns serves as a forging/tempering agent for turning boys into 

sturdy, steely and dependable men. This message was reinforced and elaborated upon 

further by some of the Facebook users who commented on Cox’s March 28, 2016 post 

(see fig. 4): 
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Fig. 4 Responses to a young man-mowing-lawn-for-his-gal story posted by Ryan Cox of 
Oakdale, California this year 
 

Vladimir’s post registers nostalgia for a time when one’s manliness correlated 

directly with his chivalry. Vladimir pines for and harkens back to the days when a man’s 

manliness could be quantified and judged simply by the acts of physical labour he could 

perform for others (i.e. like “opening the door for woman”). Vladimir seems particularly 

transfixed on the chivalric elements of the Oakdale kid’s story, and even goes so far as to 

praise the boy for “keeping real men alive.”  

Todd and Dorothy’s short responses take up this traditional gender-norms (we’re 

talking about “real men”) thread by highlighting how “proud” this hardworking Oakdale 

kid will make some lady, and how any parent would “pray” for someone like him to meet 

their daughter(s). Todd’s assertion that this “young man” (emphasis mine) is “doing it on 

his own” is just another notch in his manly belt. Todd’s claim is a bizarre one to make, 

however, for even though he may be “doing it on his own” without the aid of his parents 

or immediate relatives, his success still depends upon the good-will and generosity of the 

people in his Oakdale community. Does “doing it on [one’s] own” for a young man mean 

Todd Studebaker 

Dorothy Sayers 

Vladimir 

Terry Gross 
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learning how to get what he wants by working within society but outside of the 

domestic/familial sphere? Does it mean leaving the home to do battle with nature?  

While the enigmatic quality of Todd’s “doing it on his own” statement may haunt 

us for all eternity, when taken together the posts of these Facebook contributors open our 

eyes to some of the heteronormativity and traditional gender-role-proselytizing that crops 

up around these particular human modified spaces…and within them. Pamela Frese did a 

study of American lawn ornaments in 1992 and concluded — after looking at such items 

as plows, cauldrons, Aphrodite busts and doe/fawn statues — that these artefacts 

functioned as “multivocal symbols of ideal gender domains and family” and also as 

vehicles for disseminating traditional Anglo-American values (39). Frese asserts that a 

plastic Santa Claus figurine plopped down in a front yard anywhere in America 

reinforces this idea of the male gift giver and public worker, toiling mightily to support 

his wife (back at home at the North Pole) (1992, 39). So essentially, the argument I am 

making about the fourteen year old kid in Oakdale, California mowing lawns to treat his 

gal, has precedents and is not just some isolated affair or random case I dredged up from 

the bowels of Facebook. Where Frese falls short however (by only describing what 

message is being transmitted), I have picked up the mantle by actually showing how these 

kinds of symbolic messages are received and interpreted by the American public. The 

Oakdale kid in this episode is the clay a whole bunch of people in central California are 

trying to mould into Prince Manly — essentially taking his single act and championing it 

as proof positive that the tradition of men labouring for the sake of their delicate female 

counterparts is still honourable, desirable and going strong. That Todd, Dorothy and 

Vladimir find enough substance to resurrect this Man as Provider narrative from one 
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kid’s one-time act of mowing lawns (they can supposedly discern enough about his 

character from this), just goes to show how eager some people are, how keenly their eyes 

are peeled for these stories that reaffirm their own ideas about gender performance.  

The front yard space is not an anything-goes kind of place. Who manages it, what 

aesthetic is pursued for it, which plants are allowed to grow in it and what a particular 

assemblage of vegetation signifies about its owner’s socioeconomic position — these are 

just a few of the concerns and discussions that sprout up around representations of 

American front yard spaces. Men and boys-becoming-men are the masters of these 

outdoor domains. Like Atwood’s insane pioneer, they belong here; here in this alternate 

universe where he is a winner. With his victory the pioneer is torn between being 

gracious (infusing his rhetoric with a slightly muted and more discriminative 

Dickinsonian-esque embrace of nature) and being ironic/mocking (filling nature’s 

absence with man-made impressions of nature). But his decision is also constrained and 

coloured by the network of relations to which he belongs. He’s not a lone pioneer 

anymore, he’s one of those Lawn People. He must manage the lawn in order to affirm his 

commitment to a long-enduring Turfgrass Community — a community which deals in 

nostalgia and espouses heteronormative gender roles.  
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Chapter 3: A Range of Tastes as seen through Walla Walla Vignettes 
 

In this chapter, I disassemble and analyse the data from my (IRB approved!) yard-

to-yard interviewing project that I think best illustrates the range of tastes I encountered 

in front yard spaces. From there, I treat nature as a discreet and impressionable/mutable 

entity that’s vulnerable to “socialization” by humans. Lastly, I consider what good taste 

means for socialised nature in Walla Walla. To this end, I’ve discovered a rift in the 

upper class’s theories of whether masked or naked artifice is the more fashionable 

approach towards building a front yard space in this Washington fringe town. 

 So what exactly is “taste” according to the experts (i.e. Bourdieu)? Recall that 

Bourdieu was fascinated by habitus—a way of perceiving and being in the world that is 

shaped by the material conditions of an individual’s existence. Habitus spawns a 

preference for certain types of foods, clothes, Netflix shows, and writing implements, 

that, when compiled together in individuals becomes the stuff of lifestyles (Gartman 

1991, 424). In Bourdieu’s rather deterministic and reductive theory, lifestyles are the 

results of those original “material conditions of existence” which, as an agonizingly 

cyclical and self-perpetuating catch-22, are themselves shaped by economic factors (an 

individual’s position in the hierarchy of the classes) (Gartman 1991, 424). Through some 

remarkable hegemonic jiu-jitsu-ing that involves a fair bit of symbolic violence, the 

lifestyles of the economically well-to-do become conflated with their economic well-to-

do-ness so completely that their financial advantage becomes a cultural advantage as well 

(Gartman 1991, 424). The point is that lifestyles, aka the children of Habitus, are 

“perceived in their mutual relations through the schemes of habitus” and become “sign 
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systems that are socially qualified” (Bourdieu 1984, 172). Not only is one’s lifestyle 

shaped by their habitus, habitus is what enables us to stack up different lifestyles, one 

against another, and make moral pronouncements about them — i.e. her/his lifestyle is 

classy or trashy.  

One of the aforementioned “schemes of habitus” that people tend to use to 

evaluate the constitutive parts of a particular lifestyle (and then to extrapolate from those 

parts and make classy/trashy pronouncements about the lifestyle as a whole) is taste. 

Taste oversees the transmutation of objects into signs, into markers of refinement or 

tackiness. But nobody will let us forget that taste is a part of habitus, which is closely tied 

to those “material conditions of existence” that are governed by such things as one’s 

work and one’s paycheck. Why, just recently in The New York Times (3/19) Tara 

Thompson, a home health aide in Pennsylvania, echoed Bourdieu’s restrictive economic-

social amalgamation theory, saying: “The way you dress and look and the way you eat: 

Everything is based on what you can afford to do, and people judge you on that” (Roth 

2017). Douglas and Isherwood maintain that if we were to analyse the breakdown and 

distribution of people’s tastes in society, even the densest among us would be able to find 

some overlaps “according to the time and space constraints imposed by occupations” 

(1996, xxvii). The argument is that our occupational arrangements provide the framework 

for the “competitive cultural fields” that I interpret as social classes (Douglas and 

Isherwood 1996, xxvii). Supposedly, the classes are distinguished by the insular and 

comparable tastes of their members. However, in this chapter, we record a divergence in 

tastes among the Walla Walla upper crusters when it comes to masking or accentuating 

human interventions/influences in front yard spaces. And now for a couple vignettes…  
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Paige 

Paige was born into a Texas military family. Her father served as a physician in 

the Airforce. She spent a couple years as a very young child in the Philippines and 

remembers escaping the manicured base on weekends to run around with pigs, scale trees 

for fruit, and accumulate/amass boils and worms (presumably this last activity was not 

planned and was more of an unintended consequence of her free-ranging lifestyle). In her 

formative years, Paige’s family was stationed in Texas where the kids were given free 

rein to roam. She reminisces: “it was an exceptional-ish childhood.” In keeping with her 

fairly nomadic tendencies as a youth, today Paige travels all around Washington daily in 

her capacity as one of the Evergreen State’s eighty-five teachers-for-the-blind. The 

extreme amount of driving she does to connect with some of her more remote students is 

actually a selling point: “I just thought of being in a classroom and doing the same thing 

every single day would not be good.” Paige likes variation and change. 

 This quality of embracing the unexpected and surprising finds physical 

expression in Paige’s front yard space. While sipping tea in her dining room on one 

bitterly cold day in mid-January, Paige described for me the process of how she “throws” 

a “couple of weird little gnomes” out “around different places in the yard” sometimes. 

She explicates: “it’s not like I have to have them out there. They’re there and I think, ‘oh 

yeah, I’ve got them I should put them out there.’ And then in the fall when everything 

dies back I go, ‘Oh look! There’s that gnome.’” Paige doesn’t particularly even like the 

gnomes that a couple of Portland friends gave her. In our relatively short 1.5 hour long 

interview, Paige dismissed the gnomes she’d received as being “stupid” and “cheap-y.” 

She emphasized how “it’s not like I like fake plastic gnomes. I like the history of [them].” 
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The fact that Paige puts these mostly detested and detestable gnomes out in her front yard 

from time to time — and that she shuffles them here and there, assigning them new and 

different posts in that outdoor space — I interpret as an effort to inject some excitement 

and variation (as does the driving component of her job) into her “flat middle [class]” 

life.  

In an effort to make her yard more visually stimulating, Paige has turned to some 

“its”—entities at the extreme end of the “it” (object) and “you” (subject) spectrum. I 

associate the “its” or plastic gnomes in question with such items as the paper clips and 

used coffee cups that legal theorist Margaret Davies argues “ha[ve] a distinctly human 

history […having been] imagined, designed, fabricated, [and] used by human subjects 

[…] for entirely human purposes.” (Davies 2015, 226). Unlike Krista with her subtle 

shaping and reworking of “natural objects” (we’ll meet her next), Paige has consciously 

chosen to incorporate heavily worked and transparently human products into her front 

yard space. Why Paige has opted to do this, when she obviously dislikes the gnomes, is 

still not entirely clear to me. In the previous chapter when I dissected the Walker mower 

advertisement and, in particular, the scene where a buck statue was shown next to an 

emerald green plot, I drew on Frese’s research and concluded that the “wildlife figures” 

in these heavily worked and meticulously designed spaces served “to mask the absence of 

nature’s magic” (Frese 1992, 23). By including the little garden gnomes, these 

representations of fantastical and supernatural figures of human folklore, it’s possible that 

rather than “masking the absence of nature’s magic,” Paige is using her yard ornaments 

to augment a human presence. It’s possible she’s counting on the fact that her gnomes 

“are coded for communication” like other goods, and are translating and underscoring her 
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commitment to managing and keeping nature in check (Douglas and Isherwood 1996, 

xxi). Supporting this theory is Paige’s conclusion that being out in her yard is like being 

out in a “tamed environment.” 

Last summer, Paige invested in her lawn for the first time ever since moving into 

her house a dozen years ago. She had the lawn aerated and reseeded by her nephew 

because “I have these huge trees which I love, [but] I get no sun. So the lawn part of it 

[was] not nice.” Although Paige appreciates the lawn aesthetic, the “pristine” emerald-

green, meticulously-edged grass plot is not necessarily what she’s going for. For Paige, 

how the lawn feels under her feet is important. A “clean” yard, free of sticks and rocks 

and other debitage that would otherwise mar her barefoot walking experience, is what she 

covets most. 

Paige’s taste for a plush, cushion-y front yard space ultimately, I believe, stems 

from her own unique habitus—her “way of being in the world” that includes walking 

around shoe-less every summer. Paige digs a bit deeper into this habitus theory than I 

dare to go on my own, pointing out that in her youth her parents and family members 

were not outdoorsy people (in the hiking/skiing/canoeing sense). Consequently, she does 

not identify as being a very “big camper-forestry type of person,” and concludes that the 

front yard “is about as much as I get outside and doing those things.” Having learned to 

experience and perceive the yard as a functional space to be used and tromped about (not 

just decorated and admired from a distance), Paige takes pains to make her lawn foot-

traffic friendly. She mows regularly and keeps her plot of grass nicely trimmed.  
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Krista 

Krista came to Walla Walla eight years ago to teach at a local college. Her 

husband has always lived in the area and currently farms in Lowden. Krista originally 

came from suburban Seattle but had a very active childhood: camping (in a tent, she 

reminds me. Not in a trailer home or camper), water-skiing, participating in the Girl 

Scouts, etc. In her grown-up years she’s become a professional gardener and been 

involved in some exceedingly narrowly defined gardening programs (including the “All-

Women’s Perennial Garden Team” that volunteered to install gardens in people’s yards; 

and the Native Plant Society with which she has yet to renew her dues). Krista lives in a 

working class, multi-ethnic neighbourhood. Despite hedging around my question about 

her position on a socioeconomic scale, that she can afford to have and maintain two 

different gardens in different cities, one in Lowden and one in Walla Walla, can be 

interpreted as a luxury in keeping with the upper-middle or just plain upper classes.  

Krista has a taste for hodgepodge and eclecticism. At the height of the growing 

season, her front yard space is an organic, vegetation-al cabinet of curiosities. “It’s a big 

jumble,” she admits. “I mean, I can’t even—I start out with pathways and pretty soon, 

everything’s all over, and I can’t even get out there to harvest things ‘cuz it’s just this 

massive plant matter.” Krista likes to blend her flowers in with her vegetables 

(“vegetables are so beautiful. They fit right in with the flower garden”), and to “scatter 

throughout” these native, drought-tolerant plants.  

This rather care-free (not “care-free” to the point of neglect. But care-free in the 

relaxed/easy-going sense) approach to gardening directly correlates with her 

ornamenting/decorating mentality.  Over the walkway leading to her front door, Krista 
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(with the assistance of her daughter) has erected an archway of two stripped and crossed 

tree branches. She’s also layered sheaths of white birch bark (salvaged from a fallen tree 

in the back yard) against the side of her house, and accentuated them with native ferns. 

Lumping herself and her husband into this “kinda hippie sort of people” category, 

Krista seems to have taken pains to funk-ify her otherwise “normal house” with these 

“alternative sorts of ” vegetation-al compositions/pairings. She has a penchant for seeing 

the beauty in natural things, for marvelling at natural forms and for endeavouring to make 

them into art objects by reframing and transplanting them into new, attention-grabbing 

contexts. The vegetable-flower case is a prime example of this technique. Planted in their 

own, separate, segregated beds Krista’s vegetable plants might have been admired by 

passers-by for only the quantity of their bounty, but by pairing them with perennials—

flowers with a well-acknowledged aesthetic quality—she improves the likelihood of 

others viewing them as she does: “I just thought [they were] pretty.” 

Krista’s taste for outdoor, front yard spaces seems to be for verdant contained-

clutter. She typifies it as a very “cottage-gardeny” look, with masses of vegetation 

flowering and spilling out every which way. The human hand shaping and structuring this 

space seems to be masked or hidden. The branches Krista has used for the archway were 

placed in underground, glass jars so they wouldn’t take root, and although she categorizes 

her garden as being a “big jumble” and very “cottage-gardeny,” she also was able to 

describe for me the careful thought that went into organizing the space. With 

groundcovers and perennials close to the house because they require less water, with 

xeriscaping fringing a “grid-system” of water-guzzling flowers and vegetables, there’s no 

doubt that Krista had planned this property down to the “T.” She even offered to draw me 
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a map of the situation, saying “I know where everything is and where I plant stuff.” The 

human-intervention aspect is not played up or loudly broadcast in Krista’s case so comes 

across as rather minimal. She seems to favour objects (and I’m including the yard as an 

object) that appear barely processed or worked-upon — yet, we see what an aggressive, 

extensive role she’s played in crafting and shaping them. 

Sally 

 Sally grew up in the land of concrete, on a block dividing Brooklyn from Queens. 

She moved around the country constantly, going from apartments to dorm rooms in 

Missouri and Florida, before hopscotching over the Atlantic to live in an Olympic Village 

in Munich early on in the ‘80s. Sally returned home to New York and a family 

brownstone to bang out a doctorate, before moving to the Pacific Northwest in 1992. This 

transition from an urban, paved jungle, to an orderly, emerald green block in Walla Walla 

proved to be a real shocker for Sally who’d “never had a lawn” to tend to before in all her 

life. Hopelessly ignorant as to what the whole process of caring for and sculpting a front 

yard entailed (she told me: “I knew nothing about gardening and yards and trees and 

shrubs”), Sally took a New York friend’s advice: “when you go into the Northwest you 

have to subscribe to Sunset Magazine!” Even though she’d never heard of the publication 

before, Sally signed up for it and bought a practical landscaping manual (which she 

trundled out and showed to me/mocked relentlessly during our interview). The 

landscaping book and Sunset Magazine helped convince Sally that her “yard could be this 

amazing nature retreat” with a decidedly “wild look” about it.  Working only part-time at 

this point (she would later become a language professor at the hoity-toity college where 
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her husband taught), Sally had time to reimagine and re-invent her yard space. So she set 

to work.  

 When she first arrived in Walla Walla, these “big, poofy shrubs […] that people 

like to form into funny shapes, balls and cubes” ringed her house. Knowing that the 

meticulously coiffed and pruned bushes were not anything she was interested in 

maintaining, Sally turned to her “anti-circle shrub” landscaping manual and tried to 

figure out how to make the vegetation look more “natural.” She explained her methods to 

me: “by the time spring comes, there are new pieces that grow out of the shrubs. And I let 

those pieces grow out […] they grow huge. They get wild. And I would trim them by just 

cutting down always the tallest branches and then the smallest ones would be the ones 

sticking up.” Sally went through this “conscientious prun[ing]” process with her 

arborvitae and little bonsai tree as well, trying to get them to look “scraggly,” “crooked,” 

“pointy and ang[ular].”  The amount of effort Sally put into making her front yard look 

“natural” serves as a reminder of how Americans sometimes “force nature to live up to 

[their] expectations: actively transforming national parks to make them feel ‘authentic’” 

(Fine 1997, 70). For Sally, the “big, poofy shrubs” cut into balls or “perfect squares” 

were inauthentic and heavy-handed renderings of nature and the natural. By embracing 

an approach of veiled artifice wherein evidence of human fingerprints are kept to a 

minimum, Sally clues us into her perception of what constitutes authentic nature — 

namely, a space without any signs of the human.   

 Needless to say, given her apparent opposition to any blaring signs of human 

imposition, Sally has no ornamental baubles or figurines scattered around her front lawn. 

She claims to have never thought about adding them, then cites a plausible work-related 
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aversion to them: “they’d be in the way if you mowed. Probably’d be in the way for 

raking” too. However, Sally recognises the ridiculousness of this statement as it stands 

coming from her lips. She volunteers one of her own personal contradictions without any 

pressing on my part: “I like to simplify my life even though I dig out dandelions by hand. 

One by one.” Although it’s reasonable to assume that Sally manually extracts the 

dandelions from her yard because she’s conscientious about the environment and would 

rather not rely on chemicals, that, or she’s conscientious about her money and would 

rather not blow any of the green stuff on herbicides or ornamental baubles, another 

possible reading of Sally’s decorative destituteness is her apparent theory that natural 

beauty and good taste can be traced back to veiled rather than overt artifice. Our next 

interviewees are not of that particular persuasion/opinion.  

Patricia and William 

Patricia was a Texas-born baby boomer who spent her formative years living in 

California. Neither of her parents were “much into their house,” and preferred to delegate 

the lawn-mowing exercise to their children or local kids on an irregular basis. Pat 

remembers weathering many droughts as a Golden State resident.  Restricted from 

watering, “you’d watch people’s lawns die periodically” she recounted, but then “most 

people replant[ed] [their] lawns afterwards. They’d forget about the drought.”   After 

experiencing a downturn in the California economy, Pat and her husband, William, 

migrated with their real estate appraisal business to the north — beginning anew in Walla 

Walla County. They’ve lived in town roughly twenty-three years and could be said to 

have done very well for themselves in those two decades. At the time of our interview, 
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their colossal Victorian estate was on the market and they were aggressively refurbishing 

their “dream” house just across town.   

 Pat and Will have what Bourdieu associates with the bourgeois/wealthier classes 

— namely, a “taste for freedom,” albeit with a few modifications/amendments (Gartman 

1991, 434). Although Pat is perhaps more modest and conservative in her displays, Will 

seems to embrace full-throttle this “propensity to stylize and formalize natural functions 

in order to lift them above mundane materiality and, in so doing, display their distance 

from this realm of necessity” (Gartman 1991, 434).  A little creek runs perpendicular to 

the professionally and weekly-mown grass lawn the pair has installed in their front yard. 

Will talked about trying to “create some life” along the side of the swampy creek bed by 

planting tulips and trilliums (this even though he mentioned spotting mobile creatures 

including crawdads, raccoons and trout, crawling/scrambling/leaping all around the 

stream at various times in the past).  

Will also fondly reminisced about a now defunct program he’d started of buying 

and embedding a dozen or more pink plastic flamingos along the muddy basin. Will 

maintains that it was “kind of a joke,” and Pat pipes-up that “if you know they’re tacky, 

they’re not really tacky.” And maybe she — as a wealthy individual and therefore likely 

trendsetter — is right. According to Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood in The World of 

Goods: Towards an Anthropology of Consumption, “goods are endowed with value by 

the agreement of fellow consumers” (1996, 51). Because Will and Pat are among the 

economic and, by extension, the cultural elites (wielding immense power over “fellow 

consumers”), they have more leeway than any other person on the socioeconomic ladder 

to accept the premise that flamingos are tacky and tasteless, then to completely subvert 
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said premise, reinterpreting the gawky/gaudy birds as signs of knowing and cutting edge 

whimsy. It’s all a process of refinement by association. As fellow upper crusters, Pat’s 

neighbours Tessa and Connor are well equipped to reject her single handed efforts in 

transforming the pink, plastic flamingo into an item of prestige.  Tessa and Connor came 

down hard on the scrawny bubble-gum birds as well as on some other things: “they put 

pink flamingos; plastic pink flamingos down there. Which is, you know, so counter to our 

aesthetic. And they have plastic lawn furniture and they have this gorgeous yard. You 

know? So I thought ‘why would you ever put something plastic in such a beautiful, 

natural space?’ […] you would put wooden furniture. And no plastic animals.”  

 The Will/Pat and Tessa/Connor kerfuffle is a concentrated, distilled version of 

this chapter’s overall thesis. These neighbours stem from the same top-tier segment of 

Walla Walla society and yet take markedly different approaches to, and have disparate 

ideas about “socializing nature.”  For the Tessa/Connor dyad, the human presence should 

be downplayed, and “natural objects” (borrowing the term from our friend, Margaret 

Davies) should be highlighted. Conversely, Will/Pat seem to be convinced that nature is 

imperfect, and needs human intervention to dress it up and make it more like what it 

should be—in this case, colourful, bountiful and bustling with life. For me, the planting of 

trilliums and pink flamingos along the swampy creek-bed reads as an activity in keeping 

with what Frese saw other homeowners doing by embedding their own wildlife 

figurines/statuettes in their yards: “mask[ing]” a perceived “absence of nature’s magic” 

(1992, 23).  
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The Rub 

In this first chapter I have endeavoured to showcase the different tastes my 

interviewees expressed for front yard spaces. I have shown how some aspire for a soft, 

green grass carpet that’s easy on the feet with a few manufactured points of interest (i.e. 

gnomes) for the eyes. I’ve shown how some like a contained mess, a verdant clutter of 

green and growing things—with tasty and edible crops lifted “above mundane 

materiality” through their pairings and associations with ornamental plant varieties 

(Gartman 1991, 434). I have shown how some attempt to recreate a miniscule, 

asymmetrical wilderness in their front yard plots, while others try to merge natural and 

manmade objects to achieve aesthetic perfection. Except for Paige, all of the little 

vignettes I incorporated into this chapter were of people operating in the upper registers 

of Walla Walla’s economic scene. Could I have ever envisioned such difference by just 

watching lawn mowing commercials and reading Home and Garden magazine? Well, in 

the last chapter I talked about people trying to “upclass” by planting the clover faux-fur 

version of turfgrass. I also talked about the potential for downclassing from the golf-

course-esque ideal to a more “natural looking lawn.” So the precedent for this mutability 

of class alliances was certainly there, as was the idea that veiled or naked artifice could 

stir up differences and create rifts within a particular class. That said, in the previous 

chapter I dealt with the veiled/naked concepts using the much more imprecise and 

clumsier “naturework” device. All in all, this is a bit like being surprised to find a gnome 

in a bed of irises after winter’s first thaw, only to then realise: “Hey wait, I’ve seen that 

before.” and “Oh, I put that there last August.”  
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 In the next chapter we’ll leave all these aesthetic concerns and Bourdieu-ian 

theories of distinction behind as we explore how some people conceptualise their front 

yard spaces as extensions or reproductions of nature.    
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Chapter 4: Plant and Walla Walla-ite Relations 

The Walla Walla front yard scene is a cottage garden mishmash of diverse tastes 

and beliefs and a briar patch of coercive forces. In this chapter I look mainly at how 

people relate to and conceptualise their front yard spaces. I consider how they live by and 

accommodate the seasonal cycles of particular plants (some more so than others). 

Working off this idea and using Bruno Latour’s Actor-Network Theory (ANT) as a 

framing device, I picture all the nonhuman and human actors in this space as “creating 

meanings and agencies” and becoming what they are by interacting “face-to-face, naked, 

unequipped, and dynamic[ally]"with each other in these eternally proliferating networks 

(Davies 2015, 65). As the English cleric and poet John Donne (1573-1631) reminds us, 

“no man is an Iland, intire of itselfe; every man is a peece of the Continent, a part of the 

maine” (Donne 1624, “Devotions upon Emergent Occasions”). Although Donne’s 

writing has a very conservative anthropocentric bend to it, focusing on such western 

fabrications as the “Continent” and on humankind’s exclusive connectivity, with ANT 

we’re able to argue that no grass is an island, no tree is an island, and that humans are at 

times the subjects/dominators of, and objects/tools for these organic creations as well. In 

chapter two we talked briefly about grasses as evolving alongside (with certain varieties 

favoured and dispersed by) colonists’ grazing ungulates about midway through the 

second millennium. In this chapter we consider how these evolved grasses and trees serve 

as actant nodes in networks of relations that, taken together, create the conditions of 

Walla Walla-ites’ existences today (setting their emotional climates, their temporal 

schedules, etc.). 
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A Story and a Theory 

Connor and Tessa both work for the same institute of higher education learning. 

One is a professor, the other a counselor. I focus on the yearly routine of Tessa and 

Connor insofar as it relates to their front yard space only because they have a relaxed but 

steady schedule. My other respondents came in three, admittedly fluid and fluctuating 

types: 1. they were painstakingly precise/punctual and aggressive tenders of their yards, 

2. they needed to be prodded into action by natural calamity or neighbourhood 

complaints, or 3. they ceded all responsibility of the yard to professionals and therefore 

only sweated the big-picture stuff. I think Connor and Tessa can be found somewhere at 

the interstices of these groups, so I analyse their stories for analogous moments and 

points of resonance with some of the tales I’ve heard from my other respondents.  

 A little stream rolls through the front half of Connor and Tessa’s property. Ivy 

grows around the fringes of a small lawn that appears even smaller positioned as it is next 

to a solid, hulking willow tree.  Connor describes for my benefit how May and early June 

are the “craziest mowing months around here.” He maintains that the lawn has to be 

mowed every five days due to verdant growth — a week’s too long to wait between 

mowings.  August through October sees a gradual drop-off in activity because the growth 

“slows way down.” The time is then ripe to begin watering.  Keep in mind that Connor 

and Tessa identify as “minimalists” when it comes to their lawn. Connor explains: “I 

want it to look acceptable. We are not pumping time into that. In fact, the least amount 

necessary.” Tessa interjects: “neither of us are hyper [about it].” Connor picks up her 

thread: “compared to all our neighbours around here we are the least lawn-maintenancy 

types on this block.” Tessa agrees: “I’d say that’s pretty safe.” 
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Aside from the intensity of the lawn’s growing season — which Connor 

self-reflexively terms “crazy”— what struck me the most about the couple’s 

outdoor maintenance schedule was the incredible amount of work and anxious 

planning that accompanied the shedding of the trees on the block. Because Tessa 

and Connor live downstream of their neighbour’s own tree-lined creek section, 

Connor must obsessively man a grate to extract detritus and prevent flooding. 

Connor reports that during this “big pain in the ass” period, he must interrupt his 

day in the mornings and afternoons to rake out and open up the waterway. In 

addition to this arboreal inconvenience, his own willow tree also serves as a 

source of angst by shedding its leaves late in the season. Tessa and Connor want 

to collect the willow leaves from the yard in one fell swoop but worry that they’ll 

miss out on the city’s leaf disposal services if they respect the tree’s sluggish 

shedding schedule. That, or they fear that the weather will screw them over along 

with their commendable restraint. Tessa explains: “we try to wait until the bitter 

end. Unless we think ‘Oh shit, we’d better do it or it’s gonna snow and then we’ll 

be in trouble.’”  

The Tessa and Connor example is a useful illustration of Latour’s Actor-

Network Theory at work. The beauty of ANT is that it does not fall into the trap 

of creating theories about nature that are anthropocentric in the sense of 

attributing to humans the status of primary movers and shakers or agents of 

change (LeComte 2013, 463-4). Although there’s no getting around the fact that 

ANT is still geared towards humans because they’re the ones meant to ponder and 

evaluate its efficacy and utility (which colours its findings somewhat), Latour’s 
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theory ascribes human and nonhuman actors equal opportunity and agency to shape the 

networks of which they are a part. ANT conceives of a “flat, non-hierarchical, system of 

associations” in which a heterogeneous mixture of human and nonhuman entities actually 

come into being together. Identities are only formed through interfacing and interacting 

with other beings in a network (Davies 2015, 227). Donna Haraway typifies the rubbing, 

scraping and defining friction between these actors as the rather poetic “fruit of becoming 

with” or alternately, the “subject and object-shaping dance of encounters” (Haraway 

2008, 4; 17).  

When it comes to leaf collection and disposal, Tessa and Connor are agents with 

circumscribed roles. They’re essentially nodes wedged between and contained by these 

converging networks that include the city and its rigidly orchestrated leaf collecting 

system as one actant, some nimbostratus clouds rearing to cough up snow as another, and 

a willow tree with a late shedding cycle as a third node. Tessa and Connor are also 

transformed by their relationship to their “high maintenance, fussy, and energy-

demanding” turfgrass lawn (Robbins 2007, 16).  Although often construed as passive 

entities completely at the mercy of their caretaker’s tastes, industriousness, and 

handiness-with-a-mower, the grasses that constitute the lawn “control and discipline” the 

“daily lives” of those who tend to them (Robbins 2007, 135). Recall how Connor’s seven 

day work week became a five day one as he attempted to keep up with the grasses’ 

exuberant and excessive spring/summer growth. Not only that, but in the fall when the 

lawn needs to be watered, Connor and Tessa told me they arrange it with three other 

people on their block so that a lawn care specialist can swing round and blow out their 

sprinkler systems consecutively, only one day a year. The lawn’s thirstiness come 
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September is ultimately what leads Connor and Tessa into an eternally extending network 

of  relationships — this time with a trio of neighbours, a lawn care worker, a lawn 

maintenance company, and numerous sprinkler systems (and with them consumer 

markets and capitalist production/retail chains). 

Although ANT kind of functions as Saranwrap when it comes to covering most of 

these points, it’s worth reiterating why exactly Tessa and Connor’s front yard 

maintenance regimes and narratives are useful: 1) They illuminate this sense of anxiety 

and helplessness that accompanies natural processes and seasonal/climactic changes; 2) 

They give us a sense of how growing/shedding spurts can alter one’s perception of time 

(turning a seven day week into a five day one) and hijack one’s normal routine (dictating 

the number of breaks taken in a twenty-four hour period) making the front yard space a 

burden; and 3) The substantial amount of the conversation they spend expounding upon 

the virtues of the willow tree (while also denying being “lawn-maintenancy types” of 

people) clues us into the idea that there is some prioritizing and valuing of certain plant 

lives over certain others going on in the heads of these caretakers. Over the course of the 

next couple pages we’ll explore these points one-by-one as they relate to the rest of the 

Walla Walla caretakers. 

1) Anxiety and Helplessness in the Face of Yard Care  

When I think of helplessness in the face of environmental forces or, on the flip 

side of that coin, when I think of trees or shrubs as “entirely networked” entities that 

serve as “dynamic and interactive [beings], even after [their] deaths,” the image of poor 

old Daniel, shoving picture after picture of fallen trees and frost-bitten bushes into my 
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hands, wells-up before my eyes (Davies 2015, 228). Daniel is a Walla Walla man born 

and raised. He’s in his nineties and has outlived his career as a farmer as well as two 

wives.  Daniel has enough material for a whole Natural Calamities Photo Album. The 

photos are proof positive for me that trees and shrubs don’t just exist and subsist as 

independent, isolated organisms in their own personal vacuums. Trees and shrubs shape 

space. They fill out landscapes, they shed themselves all over streetscapes, they even 

deconstruct and alter architectural spaces: Daniel hands me a before and after shot of a 

toppled pine tree with its tip crunched up against the corner of his house. He shows me a 

snapshot of some perfectly manicured bushes and a follow-up picture of an ominously 

barren patch of brown dirt, explaining: “Winter killed them […] so we end up with that. 

[chuckles]. Nothing.” For this ninety-something year old man still evidently caught up in 

and traumatized or galled by the apparent injustice of these previous incidents — the 

wind, tree/shrub, and winter were all actors in networks that included him as a node. 

Daniel’s history was shaped (to disastrous effect) by the interactions of the 

aforementioned nonhuman elements. 

The vegetational carnage Daniel bore witness to was one feared and often-pre-

emptively avoided by many of my interviewees. Donna (who, over the course of my 

interview identified as a Washington “flower child,” “hippie,” art model, “nature 

mother,” and orchard operator, in that order) reproduces the sense of looming fiasco 

behind Tessa’s “if it snows […] we’ll be in trouble” comment when she points to a tree 

hanging close to her house and says “I think that if that tree decided to fall down or get 

old — I’d be in a lot of trouble.” Here, Donna’s use of the word “decided” is noteworthy 

because it seems to assign the tree a sort of sentience and intentionality that not even 
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Margaret Davies, the writer of “The Consciousness of Trees,” is willing to go out on a 

limb and ascribe to them. While arguing forcefully and convincingly that a tree can be an 

“actant” and a “node in a complex network of relationships,” Davies eschews the idea 

that it operates with calculated purpose (2015, 228).  

Similarly concerned, but with more resources to mitigate her worries, 

Lydia (originally a “farm kid” from Arizona who’d spend thirty years working as 

a “mother to computers” or computer systems information expert in California 

before retiring to one of Walla Walla’s fixer-upper Victorian houses twenty-two 

years ago) tells me about ripping out a trio of rotten maple trees from her front 

yard that the wind might otherwise have used to bludgeon in her house. To say the 

least, a sense of not being entirely in control — of having to be alert and vigilant 

to the happenings and goings-on in one’s own front yard space and yet still having 

to brace for the worst— was frequently conveyed to me by these Walla Walla 

homeowners during our interview sessions. If we consider the front yard through 

the lens of Actor-Network Theory, then people’s worries about not being in 

control are not only completely understandable, but also warranted.  

ANT is all about change and moving parts. For Latour, “continuity is only 

established on top of many discontinuities and transformations” (2005, 468). The 

American lawn has been described before as an “a-temporal” phenomenon — a 

constant emerald green carpet seemingly untouched by the ravages of time and 

other elements (Robbins 2007, 45). The only reason the lawn has “continuity” in 

aesthetic is because it’s eternally under construction. People like Tessa and 

Connor constitute its lifelong work crew—trimming its grasses back to a certain 
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height, tearing out any dandelion blossoms that’d mar its uniform surface, etc. With so 

many working parts, so much activity, and innumerable agents/actors all knotted together 

to handle different projects, the opportunity for something to go horribly wrong is 

tremendous!  

2) Lawn Maintenance as a Burden 

“Lawn People” or “Turfgrass Subjects” are individuals Paul Robbins (the 

Geography and Regional Development professor we met in chapter 2) knots and 

networks together with turfgrass and lawn chemical companies in a Latour-ian non-

hierarchical system of interactions. Robbins spends a whole book laying-out the lawn 

networks that I intend to now explain in a paragraph and an illustration. In an abridged 

form, the Latour-ian lawn networks go something like this: turfgrass gets ample 

nourishment from humans who also rely on chemical company products to satiate the 

grass (2007, 16). Turfgrass and Lawn People are responsible for the continuing existence 

of the chemical companies, which are in turn, partially culpable in the proliferation of, 

and selection for particular types of grasses. The companies advertise the golf course-

esque aesthetic that comes with its own assemblage of grass varieties. They then supply 

the chemicals that spare these golf-course grasses while eradicating their botanical foes. 

More knotted and gnarly still, Robbins claims that the “lawn industry projects back to 

lawn people images of communities that can be actively achieved through hard work and 

the right commercial products” (2007, 115). Thus, lawn chemical companies help 

substantiate and reinforce the idea of the heteronormative, morally-fixated Lawn 

Community we discussed in Chapter 2. Finally, these communities perpetuate and serve 
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as bastions for lawn chemical use by encouraging individual turfgrass subjects to 

perceive the risks of not using lawn chemicals as greater than the risks of actually using 

them. For example, concerns about the negative, long-term health consequences posed by 

chemical fertilizers for humans, plants and animals are sidelined by the more 

prescient fear of overturning community values or of failing to uphold one’s 

moral obligations. In a Turfgrass Community, one obligation is to keep the 

neighbourhood looking nice by ensuring the front yard space is always green and 

well-manicured (Robbins 2007, xix).  The spirit of dense, rambling confusion that 

I associate with lawn networks is captured in the following illustration (fig. 5):  
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I was able to collect a couple stories about Lawn People from my 

interviewees. From Nadine (a retired Master Gardener from Chicago who’s been 

in the area for a decade) I heard about one “neatnik” friend who wouldn’t let her 

husband mow her lawn because he just couldn’t seem to execute the diagonal 

pattern correctly. From Anastasia (who was born and raised in California during 

an extended period of drought and moved to Walla Walla three years ago to run 

one college’s fundraising department) I heard about neighbours who “broadcast 

fertilizer” everywhere without wearing gloves or masks or any other form of 

protection. Certainly, Daniel was a full-fledged Lawn Person. He used fertilizers 

regularly (knowing and accepting the risks of using chemicals, he was the 

quintessential, open-eyed Lawn Person) and was completely enmeshed in his own 

internal world of competition: “Our lawn is probably the greenest yard in the 

whole area. We put more water on it in the summertime.” 

While there are people out there passionate about tending to their little 

green turfgrass plots, for the vast majority of my respondents, lawn maintenance 

was either a feelings-neutral, completely detached and disinterested affair, or a 

pain-in-the-ass/tie-my-hands-to-the-mower kind of arduous ordeal. Quoting the 

political ecologists Piers Blakikie and Harold Brookfield, Robbins points out that 

“it is…much easier for the [front yard manager] to adhere to an established 

pattern than to make changes” (2007, 7). This sentiment of maintaining a 

particular front yard aesthetic because deviating from it presents too big a hassle, 

perfectly embodies the tenor of Anastasia’s relationship to her lawn: “Literally, 

this area is like something I pass through to get into my house. It’s not something 
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I really consider. I didn’t consider it when I was looking at the house […] it was already 

sort of basic […] it was already sort of done. I just needed to not kill anything — and just 

maintain it.”  

Annabeth, Gerald, Sally, Connor and Tessa were all similarly disenchanted with 

their lawn-maintenance rituals. Again and again I heard the same mantra murmured by 

several different mouths: do the bare minimum to keep the grass alive. Sally (a foreign 

language professor), who had once found weed-pulling to be “appeal[ing] to her anal 

nature,” nevertheless talked to me last winter in warm/positive terms about a 

development she’d observed in public opinion towards dandelions: “I think all around 

Walla Walla I can see there are a lot more dandelions. So that’s good—fewer people are 

using chemicals on their lawns and hopefully saying, ‘who cares?’” On the subject of her 

own green plot, Sally talked about developing tendinitis and allergies and of growing 

weary of the work the lawn extracted from/demanded of her. Apparently, at one point she 

realized, “okay, I really hate this,” and stooped to hiring a lawn care professional (up 

until that moment she’d always prided herself on being very independent and self-

sustaining).  

Gerald (a thrice-married Vietnam vet, Doctors Without Borders agent, and retired 

commercial fisherman/espresso-house owner/corrections officer), who did not have a 

lawn-care service at his disposal, talked about just owning a lawn that “look[ed] 

passable.” He’d tried multiple times to reseed the plot and “get it to look decent” but was 

always stymied by the growth tardy-ing shade cast by three different trees. Noteworthy to 

our discussion today is Gerald’s gloss on his own situation. In his eyes, his problem did 

not stem from the Celebration Maple, Autumn Blaze Red Maple, or Gingko trees that 
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lined his front yard and threw long shadows across the turf. Rather, the problem 

arose from the fact that he could not find “the perfect grass that’d grow in a 

shaded area.”  

3) Arboreal Darlings 

Among my informants trees were prized and worried about the most — 

more than any other lifeform belonging to the Kingdom Plantae. And really, this 

should come as no surprise to anyone considering how “symbolically overloaded” 

trees are in the human psyche (Davies 2015, 219). For starters, trees are 

associated with life (e.g. the Tree of Life). Some varieties were tagged with 

“national and ethno-cultural meanings” (while studying in Ireland I learned about 

Biledha, these groves of sacred trees that only existed in Gaelic culture up until 

the 12th century. If my memory serves me correctly, they were associated with 

petty kings. Cutting down a Biledha was the biggest crime anyone could ever 

commit), while others featured prominently in rituals (i.e. the Christmas tree) 

(Davies 2015, 219). Trees are often sources of nostalgia for people, or entities 

wherein they sink heaps of emotion and invest lots of energy. Davies points out 

that in old Christian tomes, trees were sometimes depicted as embodying the 

whole world/universe, or else were illustrated as “connecting the earth to the 

heavens” (Davies 2015, 220). Given their symbolic overload and the fact that they 

have the propensity to take quite the monetary and emotional toll on their 

caretakers when anything goes wrong with them (as we established in the 

“Anxiety and Helplessness in the Face of Lawn Care” section), it’s no wonder 
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that so much of my conversations with Walla Walla-ites revolved around the trees they 

pruned and watered in their parking strips. 

As with Gerald, I encountered many instances where people described being 

confronted with a tree-grass conflict (wherein the tree was inhibiting the growth of the 

grass) that often culminated in them siding (perhaps unconsciously) with the tree. After 

listening to Krista, Connor, Paige, and Jess talk about their own yards and their own 

maintenance practices, I’m comfortable in identifying them as members of a pro-arboreal 

subculture already rooted and established in Walla Walla. Paige was perhaps the most 

explicit in describing her vegetational-alliances and preferences, noting that, although she 

recently invested a substantial chunk of money reseeding her lawn for the first time in 

twenty-two years, “for me, I mean, if the grass dies it’s one thing. I worry more about the 

trees — if the trees are getting enough water. That, to me, is much more important than 

the grass.” 

My respondents’ preferences for trees often shaped their actions in more subtle 

and abstract, big-picture kinds of ways. Krista, for instance, mentioned that she plants her 

veggies in the front because “there’s so much shade back there [in the backyard] it’s hard 

to get things to grow.” As if reorganizing one’s whole garden plan/design around how 

light glances off of and interacts with a couple backyard trees is not compelling enough 

evidence for the existence of an underground arboreal subculture (this reminds me of the 

whole conversation we had earlier focusing on trees shaping human space and becoming 

“actors in […] human society;” Davies 2015, 229), Connor told me the story about how, 

in his youth, his family would rake up and dispose of fallen leaves by tossing them over 

the side of a natural embankment. At the same time, Connor recalled that any grass 
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clippings the family swept together would be unceremoniously bagged and tossed 

out on the street like any other type of common household trash. He elaborates: 

“we had very particular ideas about what kinds of things could get dumped over 

the hillside. There was an aesthetic involved. You didn’t put stinky grass 

clippings with maggots over there.”  

While I think Connor included such flourishes as “stinky” and 

“maggot[y]” in his description for my enjoyment and listening pleasure, I 

nevertheless believe that his story is important insofar as it calls our attention to a 

definite hierarchical approach towards tending and picking up after different 

plants. In this instance I find the implied distinction between human waste and 

natural/environmental detritus — and the idea that grass clippings fall under the 

former category as veritable household bi-products — particularly interesting (but 

we’ll talk more about this in the following chapter when we explore the notion of 

front yard spaces as being extensions of the home).   

Connor was not alone when it came to carving up Kingdom Plantae into 

different groups and categories and ranking these plant populations according to 

an internal logic.  In listening to my Walla Walla respondents talk about some of 

the more prolifically spreading plants taking over their yards, I was surprised to 

discover that getting labelled as an “invasive” was not a death-sentence. Many of 

the plants my informants recognized as “invasive” they’d actually surreptitiously 

planted themselves. 

 Lydia showed me a Virginia Creeper growing in front of her house. She 

called it a “trash vine” because of the tendencies of these berry munching/seed 
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dispersing birds to litter it about whole neighbourhoods. This rather unbecoming 

nickname that Lydia’s developed for her own Virginia Creeper suggests that she’s not 

entirely comfortable with, or enraptured by the plant. She has reservations, but apparently 

her personal reasons for tolerating it outweigh the perceived risk it poses to the rest of the 

community. Originally installed as a means for quickly producing shade, Lydia’s trash 

vine had the added bonus of looking rather nice in the fall and summer, during which 

seasons it turns a “reddish, nice autumn” sheen and a vivid green, respectively. 

While “invasive” doesn’t translate directly to “weed” in Lydia’s head, it 

nevertheless sets off red-flags and serves as a source of some unease/anxiety in its real 

world application. This need for reassurance, mollification, and risk-analysis that arises 

when the conversation turns towards sustaining certain biotic entities even though they 

aren’t culturally recognized as “natives” is all too familiar to Annabeth. Annabeth told 

the story of how a friend working in the natural sciences department at a local college 

once asked for a clipping of her predatory trumpet vine (which incidentally grows faster 

than grass, can serve as a protection from the sun/rain and also function as a veritable 

hummingbird magnet). Surprised, she exclaimed, “Trumpet vine is an invasive species!” 

Slyly, the friend responded, “So are we.” Annabeth rounded off this tale with a 

conspiratorial laugh. In this retelling, Annabeth seems to have grappled with and 

surmounted the anxieties of having an invasive plant on her hands. In the story however, 

the narrator’s exclamation suggests that there is something inherently wrong with both 

the trumpet vine itself and a desire to possess it. Annabeth’s remonstrance speaks 

volumes about her own internal agitation and conflicted morality at the time of the 

original event.  
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It’s been said that those plants “apparently lacking in cultural utility” are 

grouped together folk-taxonomically and common sense-ically according to their 

“overall perceptual similarities” (Atran 1990, 19).  Neither Trumpet Vine nor 

Virginia creeper can be said in these particular instances to have “cultural utility” 

as Atran meant it—for example, some plant species were lumped together by the 

Aztecs because they produced a milky juice that was thought to help mothers 

lactate (1990, 19). The unifying link between Lydia and Annabeth’s invasives, 

then, is not some lactate-inducing “acknowledged virtue,” but a perceived similar 

tendency to grow rapidly and proliferate at the expense of other plants. That’s 

what earns them each the title “invasive.”  

On a side note, perhaps Lydia and Annabeth are able to tolerate Trumpet 

Vine and Virginia Creeper because they could conceivably be seen as falling 

outside the “invasive” category. The Vines and the Creepers among invasives 

might just be akin to the tomatoes and avocados of the fruit world. Although they 

are officially, certifiably fruits, some people like to use avocados and tomatoes on 

their veggie paninis or salmon wraps — essentially placing them in these contexts 

where they can masquerade as vegetables. Scott Atran surmises that “whether or 

not a given item instantiates the concept depends on the extent to which that item 

perceptually resembles focal types and on the degree to which it fulfils their usual 

sort of function” (1990, 54). Although I’m not sure there’s a “focal type” of 

invasive plant species that we all would hone in on and recognise as a standard 

invasive (something by which we could compare and mark all other invasives), 

the Vine and Creeper are essentially masquerading as ornamentals in these 
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carefully plotted and maintained front yard spaces. They sometimes possess these 

“reddish, nice autumn” tints or else have hummingbirds flittering about and 

beautifying them. Not only are they utilised for their ability to spread prolifically (their 

“usual sort of function”), but for their aesthetic contributions as well. Given their 

ornament leanings, the question becomes: do the Virginia Creeper and Trumpet Vine 

substantiate the concept of “invasive”? At least one of my respondents would say “no” — 

but not for the reason one would expect.   

A former Flower Child, Donna scrapped the word “invasive” altogether from her 

discourse in favour of the less value-laden and loaded term, “naturalized.” The Valerian 

in her front yard that she’d let “do what it was going to do,” had consequently had the 

opportunity to “just [go] wild to its own [will].” Because it could be neither contained nor 

controlled now, Donna identified the plant as naturalized. I asked this self-proclaimed 

nature mother if the Valerian was an invasive species. Dodging my implied question 

(which was, “does she think the Valerian is invasive?”), she responded, “You would call 

it invasive.” Touché. I get the sense that Donna’s resistance to slapping the “invasive” 

label on her own Valerian has something to do with a protest over ideas of human-

exceptionalism/superiority. Who is she, after all, to say that this plant is out of place, that 

it’s not native to this region and needs to be stamped out? Donna’s guiding belief that 

through nature one has a more direct pipeline to God may also serve as a source of her 

discomfort when it comes to labelling any living thing “invasive.” The sacrosanct is 

never out of place. We’ll dig deeper into this in the next section when we talk about front 

yard spaces as extensions of nature.  
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The Front Yard as an Extension of Nature 

Several times over the course of our interview about the yard space, 

Donna wound up espousing this theory that treated nature and the yard as one in 

the same and attested to the notion that nature is directly linked to God. She 

poignantly argued that interacting with nature involves stripping away and 

dispensing with a good number of earthly distractions: “Our relationship with 

nature is not so encumbered with people and so we can have a private communion 

with God, as an individual unencumbered with all other people.” She soldiers on: 

“Because the Bible’s encumbered with people […] and with the horrible things 

that people do. But in nature, you’re kind of free of that. […] Whatever 

encumbrance of people you bring to that communion is only within yourself […] 

but I’m serious. This is original in my soul.”  

Here, nature is a great liberator. It enables Donna to tap into the spiritual 

realm, to access God without relying on the besmirched and tainted routes (think 

Sodom and Gomorrah, think Crucifixions, Inquisitions, etc.) offered by 

Christianity. Donna is a free radicand, a free agent because she can forget history, 

forget the human-wrought tragedies of the world, and forget her very own 

personhood when she is “in nature” working her yard.  She is a thing apart, 

removed from human dominated networks and embedded in a streamlined 

naturegod one. After I smiled involuntarily — a move which I think Donna 

interpreted as being a sign that I wasn’t taking her seriously — she assured me: 

“this is original in my soul.” In short, she’s not merely saying this stuff to hear 
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herself talk. She’s being sincere. She holds these beliefs as truth, and holds them deeply.  

Even if the religious tenor of her message was rarely picked up and reproduced by 

any of my other Walla Wall respondents (I can only think of Svetlana’s “zen”-like 

dandelion pulling trance as being a spiritual parallel), Donna’s idea that “in nature, you’re 

kind of free,” kind of relieved of these other wearying worldly connections and 

responsibilities, actually resonated with a number of them. Krista maintained that her 

front yard and garden kept her “connected to the earth.” Sally wistfully talked about 

creating a space that could be a “beautifully wild kind of retreat,” an “amazing nature 

retreat.”  

The front yard space was often construed as an extension or facsimile of nature in 

town. Lenora seemed to perceive her native-grass studded front yard as being part of the 

real deal — part of the natural grasses found outside city limits. In response to a question 

I ask about her maintenance routine for her front yard space, she actually told me to use 

the Great Outdoors as my reference guide: “once it’s established, there it is. You’ll have 

to take a walk somewhere in the natural outdoors […] You don’t mow. You don’t 

fertilize. You don’t water. What else is there to do?” Lenora seemed to recognize her own 

front yard as a microcosmic, small-scale reproduction of a greater, natural world.  

Connor and Tessa illustrate Lenora’s point more clearly by narrating for me a 

story involving their daughters and a patch of front yard ivy. Tessa recounts how, one 

time when they were out of town they had a fellow come over and look after their yard. 

The man mistakenly hacked away some of the creeping ivy that fringed the property. 

Consequently, when the family returned home, the kids were understandably enraged that 

a plant so integral to their playing and gaming routines had been unceremoniously and 
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horrifically massacred. Tessa posits that the “soft kind of, you know, feeling of 

like being in a forest or something” had been spoiled for her kids because of this 

one man’s aggressive weed whacking. Before we move on, it’s worth noting that 

Sally harboured similar feelings of being out “in [her] own little forest,” in her 

own little wild piece of nature, as she sat on her porch staring out at a clump of 

arborvitae every day. The point is, then, that this kind of make-believe is not just 

for kids.   

Our final avenue for exploring this front yard as an extension of nature 

phenomenon involves considering some of the reported sighting of wildlife in 

these constructed, outdoor spaces. The front yard is where many of my 

respondents saw natural processes come full circle — where the sublime horror of 

Darwin’s Survival of the Fittest script was performed live before a captive 

audience.  Claiming to have seen “all kinds of wonderful things happening” in her 

garden, Krista expounded: “I once watched a snake […..] swallow a toad.” 

Caught a bit off guard, I asked if she had been scarred by bearing witness to this 

seeming tragedy. Laughing, Krista assured me, “no, no. That’s what happens out 

here.”  

In a similar vein, Tessa and Connor spoon-fed me a really heart wrenching 

tale about a mother duck with a maimed foot who hobbled around their front 

yard/creek every year. The mother duck always arrived with a brace of ducklings 

in tow, only to have a pack of local raccoons pick them off — whittle their 

numbers down one by one as the season progressed. Every year Tessa and Connor 
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saw this tragedy transpire. “Yeah,” Tessa concedes, “it was very sad to watch”— yet they 

did not interfere, essentially letting nature take its course.   

But it wasn’t all about morbidity and premature deaths. Patricia and William had 

a first-hand view of turkey mating rituals. Gerald managed to snap pictures of tiny new-

born screech owls. He also had splattered proof all around his house of where they 

relieved themselves and perched nightly.  Gerald cut to the core of my argument by 

declaring: “I come out here [and] check on nature.” 

The nonhuman actors we’ve encountered thus far — the toad-scarfing snake and 

the defecating baby screech owls — all actively shape/transform our urban worlds, and 

more narrowly, ourselves. Robbins latches onto Jennifer Wolch’s description of a city as 

a “zoopolis,” as an assemblage of innumerable multi-species relationships and 

interactions (2007, 13). Urbanisation supposedly creates “animal towns”— it forces all 

these creatures out of the woodwork and into the sunlight/streetlight/porch light and into 

our actor-networks (Robbins 2007, 13). For Tessa and Connor, the arrival of spring is 

demarcated by the arrival of the maimed duck and her new brace of ducklings to their 

neighbourhood. The passage of the season directly correlates with the number of 

ducklings that’ve already bit the dust, and the number that still remain. Not only do all 

the tragedies accompanying this fowl family help Tessa and Connor keep track of time, 

the maimed mother duck demands and absorbs a certain amount of their attentions and 

sympathies. Her trials and tribulations become their soap opera series for one season. 
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The Rub 

Nature and the front yard are inextricably linked spaces in the minds of 

some of my respondents.  The latter was the reproduction of the former. The front 

yard was where a slew of my informants claimed to go when they wanted to cut 

out all the excess noise, all the clanging/banging/crying wants of the world in 

order to reconnect with a more visceral, rougher entity — a cruder, rawer scene. 

The front yard was where some Walla Walla-ites retreated, where, according to 

the highly perceptive and informative Sally, you created “your little sanctuary. 

Your […] place of nature. Your own little spot.”  

Although I’ve explored the idea of the front yard as being a “natural” 

space, a contained body and final product — by relying on Latour’s Actor-

Network Theory to do most of my heavy lifting I’ve also managed to show how 

nature could be broken down for humans into numerous processes. Processes 

whereby a Willow tree slowly sheds its leaves as winter sets in — inadvertently 

turning its caretakers into anxious wrecks. Processes whereby grass bucks a 

period of relative senescence and begins to rapidly grow — prompting Walla 

Walla-ites to assume rigid mowing regiments that stimulate further lateral growth. 

Indeed, the front yard can be seen as an assemblage of different beings all rubbing 

up against and becoming with one another.  

In Chapter 2, some of the front-yard related advertisements/magazines I 

analysed seemed to recognize that nonhuman actors could also play a role in 

shaping these outdoor spaces. Recall how one magazine article talked about 

letting “nature be your guide,” and answering “the call of the wild” by plopping 
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native plants and irregular, lumpen stones out front (“Front Yard Landscape Secrets,” 

accessed 2016). Although this article seems to welcome some communication with and 

consideration of other nonhuman entities while shaping the front yard space, there’s no 

getting around the fact that human beings are still construed here as the primary agents of 

change and transformation. In this case, “nature” plays a passive role in the front yard’s 

becoming — it can cry out to us and serve as a “guide,” an object for inspiration and 

instruction, but it cannot actually act on its own. The idea of human exceptionalism that’s 

denied explicitly in the article is actually implicitly maintained by its coupling of nature 

with an uninhibited and fierce primitivism. Hence, in the Better Homes and Gardens 

article we are exhorted not only to follow nature’s lead, but, as part and parcel of that, to 

answer a “call of the wild” (Fine 1997, 82). While it seems that front yard advertisers and 

magazine editors got Latour’s memo about actor-networks, they apparently glossed over 

the section wherein nonhuman and human actors are said to shift constantly between 

subject/object positions in these complex strings of association. Our advertisers seem 

caught up in the idea that people are still the primary movers and shakers in the world 

and not just nodes in interactive social networks.  

In the next chapter I’ll think about these outdoor, constructed environments as 

extensions of the home and of the self. I will also examine more closely the idea of the 

front yard as a nexus point where family, neighbourly, and municipal interests intersect 

and sometimes collide.  
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Chapter 5: Walla Walla-ite and Walla Walla-ite Relations 

The goal of this chapter is to carry on with the project I started in the previous 

thesis chunk — namely, of representing front yards as extensions of nature, of the home, 

of the self and of the block/community. In essence, this chapter seeks to explore the front 

yard as both public and private space by analysing the negotiations surrounding its 

maintenance, the parcelling out and distributing of its bounty, the stories getting spun 

over its imagined Walla Walla reception, and the types of materials used to demarcate its 

borders. We’ll look at the gifts and acts of generosity the front yard space seems to send 

pinballing between neighbours, strangers, friends, municipal government officials and 

family members. In addition, we’ll identify the lawn-related roots of some barely 

concealed tensions and frustrations which stand between neighbours and disrupt city-

citizen relations.  

Underlying this whole chapter about the private and public aspects of front yard 

spaces is a discussion on property. When thinking about property, one possible mistake is 

to envision it as a given, an eternal constant in the world that exists merely to satisfy the 

needs of individuals. To quote my star “property” expert, Carol Rose, property has an 

“intensely social nature” (Rose 1994, 4). Rather than being this long enduring thing that’s 

existed since before time, property is actually a “product”—it’s the culmination of “a 

large number of interactions, norms, and values” (Davies 2015, 222). In order for 

someone to claim a yard for him/herself, s/he’s got to have other people, neighbours for 

example, recognize and respect that claim. But that’s easier said than done. Just 

bellowing out to the universe: “this 15,000 acre avocado grove is MINE!” will often not 

suffice in convincing Americans of ownership. Property is all about performance — 
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about going through a slew of proper, sometimes perpetual motions (such as building a 

fence, weeding a lawn, writing a check, etc.) that can then be easily read and interpreted 

by a particular culture/community as the laying or renewal of a claim (Davies 2015, 221). 

 Digging a little deeper into property’s “social nature,” Carol Rose points to 

property regimes — which, I grasp, dictate the conditions under which property rights 

can be claimed/asserted/renewed—and reiterates an argument that’s often used to justify 

their creation or continued maintenance: “a property regime isn’t there just to divvy up 

the contents of the bag (though it does that too), it is supposed to make the bag bigger and 

put more things in it” (Rose 1994, 53). The impetus behind having property rights, and 

regimes to manage them, is the notion that people will care for some resource/material 

more thoroughly and intensely if they can rest assured that said resource/material will not 

be gobbled up or otherwise consumed by a stranger at some later date. Rather than being 

depleted in a basic Tragedy of the Commons-type scenario, resources that fall into private 

hands are, according to the Neo-Utilitarian perspective (which Rose doesn’t represent as 

the only viable viewpoint garnering any attention out there), supposed to benefit from an 

increased expenditure of energy, and furthermore, are supposed to generate new ways of 

interacting/engaging with fellow humans, i.e. through trade (Rose 1994, 3). Because the 

establishment of property regimes assures that people have unequal access to different 

raw resources/materials, trade can function as a mechanism for meeting the inevitable 

wants/needs produced by the system. By forging these networks between mutually 

dependent peoples/individuals, trade staves off warfare and promotes peace.  In 

summation then, property rights and regimes create the conditions for collective 

enrichment via social regulation. From time to time in this chapter we’ll refer back to, 
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build upon and complicate this property discussion as we grapple with the front yard’s 

hybrid identity as a private/public space.  

The Private: It’s a Family Matter 

The front yard space is an extension of the home. In some cases this was brought 

to my attention by the aesthetic cohesion, the shared colour schemes and the consciously 

crafted dialogue seemingly going on between the house and yard. Pat and Will (the 

retired real estate appraisers from California) took pains to plant things in the front that 

would complement and accentuate the features of their Victorian-style house. Will begins 

by explaining: “we have the red hedge [of azaleas] and red tulips. We keep the tulips all 

the same colour because it goes with“ — at this point Pat interjects: “we have a red roof. 

So we kinda thought red would be nice. We pay attention to colour.” Here, the yard is 

just part and parcel of a tableau Pat and Will are putting together in which the house takes 

centre stage. The yard is part of the uniform and coherent front this couple is mounting 

and creating to face the world. Just across the street from these house-centric folks, I 

encountered Lydia (the retired computer systems analyst) who had adopted a similar 

attack plan with her own front yard space. When asked about the numerous pots of 

annuals flanking the front façade, Lydia suggested that it was just a private effort to put 

the building back in its proper, original context: we “just tried to keep it in keeping with 

the house style […] Victorians liked lots of flowers. I don’t have that many, but they did 

like lots of flowers.”  

Not only is the house a visual extension of the home, it also seems to be the site 

where homemaking activities spill into the great outdoors. Its maintenance represents just 
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another household chore. I’m not alone in thinking this. Anastasia (who was born and 

raised in California during an extended period of drought and moved to Walla Walla 

three years ago to run a college fundraising department) has remarked that for some 

people (who I’d identify as Turfgrass Subject types of folks), lawn maintenance “is a part 

of their home maintenance schedule. There are certain times of the year they do this. 

Certain times of the year they do that. Water, mow, fertilize accordingly.” While 

Anastasia was an immensely observant, articulate and invaluable informant, she failed to 

note the interesting gender and age related identity features that seemed to factor into the 

divvying up of these household chores. The evidence suggests that, like we saw in our 

study of national trends (chapter 2), male youths monopolize on and take responsibility 

for lawn-mowing duties. What we didn’t see in chapter two, however, was that this job 

has the potential to be ceded to, or at least more inclusive of women when the kids are 

too young or too removed/distant to contribute. 

First things first, let’s consider Connor’s memory of his neighbours from 

childhood. Without much prompting whatsoever during the interview, Connor recounted 

how his neighbours, the Brooks, had a lovely lawn tended to by “a bunch of [Brooks] 

boys.” He observed ruefully that although his family’s lawn never looked quite as good 

as the Brooks’ that was because the Brooks boys really earned their keep: “they were 

meticulous about that lawn.” In the case of the Brooks’ we see that the lawn can be 

perceived and read as product of a family unit, as an expression of family identity and 

cohesion. Indeed, even today a lot of emphasis is placed on keeping it, the lawn and yard 

maintenance chores, in the family. Nadine (the elderly retired Master Gardener from 

Chicago) told me that she shares a yard man with her neighbour only because “somebody 
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has to mow the lawn […] and um, ‘cuz my grandson is not interested, and my son and 

daughter they teach […] so they have no time.” Nadine relies on the services of an 

outside entity only because her family is unavailable to, and/or disinterested in helping 

her. Apparently, if Nadine had her druthers, some member of her family would mow the 

lawn for her.  

Paige (the Washington State School for the Blind worker) expressed a similar 

resistance to outsourcing. When she wanted somebody to manage her grass a bit, she took 

her son’s advice to hire her nephew and get “Dalton over here.” Even though one could 

imagine that hiring family members comes with a whole bunch of extra strings attached, 

keeping it internal was a recurring theme in these interviews. Paige, with an air of 

disbelief and incredulity, told me that her neighbours next door with the “six to eight 

inches long grass” once asked about hiring Dalton on their parents’ behalf. Nothing ever 

came of this inquiry, however, because the neighbour’s parents “didn’t want help. They 

wanted them to do it.” More than a titch exasperated, Paige exclaimed: “they don’t even 

do their own yard! Why would they do [theirs]?” Evidently, the idea of keeping the 

outdoor chores inside the family was a peculiarly powerful and compelling notion. Even 

when the realities of one’s family situation would have seemingly prompted the pursual 

and acceptance of outside help, people still showed commitment to this self-reliant, 

nuclear family idea. 

There are three possible glosses I can think of putting on this family insularity 

conundrum. The first is that these Walla Walla-ites are all resurrecting and tapping into a 

touchstone American moment—that of the Jeffersonian yeoman farmer and independent 

family farm. In the Romantic Movement of the 18th/19th centuries, the images of the 
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farmer and his agrarian brothers/sisters/wives were, for lack of a better term, 

romanticized — for he himself and his country-living habits were paired with ideas of 

extreme health and morality (Tuan 1974, 236). It’s been argued that this culture of vigour 

and integrity that supposedly sprung up around the “family enterprise” of the “American 

farmstead,” was appropriated later on by “families [lying] at the hub of suburban living” 

(Tuan 1974, 237). To recap theory one: Walla Walla-ites approach the front yard as a 

communal project out of nostalgia for some rural idyllic American past.  

Option two is that this concentration on and commitment to joint labour is 

actually the product of a clever chemical company marketing ploy. Paul Robbins asserts 

that, rather than assuming its audience already wants a green lawn and is only interested 

in learning how to acquire one, rather than merely “pushing” their chemicals on a 

circumscribed, pre-existing set of interested consumers, companies today try to create 

entire networks of users through their “pull” advertisements (2007, 92). This is achieved 

by emphasizing the socializing opportunities created by the lawn, by depicting the lawn 

in these third millennium chemical commercials as a gathering place, a “place for 

community/family activity” (Robbins 2007, 92). One of the sights a person’s apt to see in 

these new-fangled “pull” ads are “young heterosexual couples working and relaxing amid 

a healthy sward of monoculture lawn” (Robbins 2007, 92). Advertisements, while 

certainly not deterministic, are nevertheless powerful in their capacity to “normalize” 

some practices. Could they perhaps be at the heart of “normalizing” the lawn as the 

epicentre of family/neighbourly interactions?  

The third possible reason for this show of family solidarity in yard maintenance 

activities may be monetary. This idea is particularly interesting because it’s also where 
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we encounter a gender breakdown and divide once again. Even though Connor and 

Tessa’s front yard is an expression of them both and of their family, since the kids grew 

up and departed Tessa has assumed most of the yard-related responsibilities. One would 

imagine that, considering she and her husband are both college employees with jobs vital 

to said institution (professor and counselor), they could afford yard services; 

nevertheless, Tessa apparently perceived this outdoor service as being an unnecessary 

expense, and “objected to paying somebody to do it.” She now mows the lawn and does 

the raking in the off-season herself (they’re gone in the summer months).  Even though 

Tessa assumes the greater workload, the front yard space is not an expression of just her 

tastes. She accepts feedback and criticism from Connor who admits that what she 

produces is not always up to his “specification[s].” Tessa explains “he wanted me to do it 

more often, and do more of the detail of it.” Connor apologizes for being so exacting by 

resurrecting his past inadequacies: “it’s like the [Brooks], see? The [Brooks] are in the 

back of my mind.”  

Monetary concerns factored into a number of my female respondents’ decisions to 

assume the brunt of the outdoor labour. Sally (the college professor on the cusp of 

retirement) talked about mowing the lawn, hand-weeding dandelions, and raking leaves 

while constantly being hounded by her husband’s refrain: “just hire someone! Just hire 

someone!” She used to have two sons mow the outside space but assumed that particular 

duty once they left home. In explaining her resistance to outsourcing the job, this 

professor cited the money saving potentialities of her labour, and the fact that she had 

been “raised by a working class family” and consequently made to believe that “you take 

care of your own things.” Sally’s comment is interesting because it reanimates the spectre 
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of class and property. Setting aside for the moment Sally’s comments about her class 

background, her emphasis on “tak[ing] care of your own things” positively screams of 

John Locke’s theory that ownership of anything begins when one “mixes his (or her) 

labour with the previously unowned thing” (Rose 1994, 11). That Sally seems to link this 

Locke-ian property doctrine exclusively to a working class upbringing is curious. Her 

comment suggests that members of the upper classes do not have to defend their claims 

to property  in the same ways as those lower down on the socioeconomic scale do — with 

substantial time and energy expenditures. But doesn’t the Tessa/Connor case suggest that 

even elites can elect to do their own work — thus asserting their claims to property 

through physical exertion — when it comes to the front yard space? Perhaps the most 

crucial word to pay attention to here is “can.” Tessa/Connor can tend to their front yard 

space themselves, but they don’t need to. They could assert their claims to property by 

investing money in the place, by hiring a lawn maintenance crew.  At any rate, Sally’s 

comment reminds us that even though I’ve attempted to divvy up this chapter into 

sections exploring the formation of the front yard by various private and public 

entities/forces/influences, these forces/influences are actually quite interconnected. An 

adult’s class background, or rather, an adult’s perception of the values instilled in them as 

a result of having a particular class background, impact how closely their family interacts 

with and maintains the front yard space.  

The female dominated gardening and lawn maintenance phenomenon in Walla 

Walla is interesting in that it runs counter to what is occurring in the rest of the nation, as 

evidenced by my own studies of commercial advertisements and the findings of Virginia 

Scott Jenkins in The Lawn: a History of an American Obsession. Scott Jenkins says it 
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best by saying it bluntly: “lawns in the United States are men’s work” (1994, 1). Since 

the women I interacted with were all well-educated (the majority were ultra-intellectuals) 

and seemed to harbour left-leaning political views (Donna was raving about President 

Trump’s horrible “Muslim Ban” when I first arrived at her house for our interview), one 

argument that could tentatively be made here is that my female interviewees are taking 

advantage of their positions within a protective, Whitman-College liberal bubble (they all 

lived within one mile of the school). According to Carol Rose, in the European Middle 

Ages women could not control land and had, if they were lucky, property “only in 

movables”—in money and perishable goods like sacks of oats, or whatever (Rose 1994, 

59). The point is that women were rendered second-hand citizens by a property regime 

that barred them from laying claim to objects valued the most by their culture: hectares of 

land. Furthermore, women in the Middle Ages and beyond, were actually treated like 

property, like “transient beings” to be used in “family trades” (Rose 1994, 59).  

If we buy into the argument in the introduction to this chapter that property is 

performance, that “in performing ownership in a particular way, we bring ourselves into 

existence as property subjects much as the performance of gender brings us into being as 

gendered subjects”— then by mowing the lawn and clipping back hedges, my female 

respondents may have been (unconsciously perhaps) asserting themselves as the subjects, 

and not the objects of property (Davies 2015, 221).  

In this section I have tried to push forward a theory that front yards can be 

extensions of the private sphere —in particular, part and parcel of the home or 

expressions of a family unit. I tempered and qualified this theory however, by pointing 

out that even in this privately owned and operated space, public statements are/can be 
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made: statements about family unity and identity and declarations of independence.  Next 

we’ll discuss front yard spaces as the physical manifestations of personal, singular 

identities.  

The Private: It’s a Personal Matter, Original in my Soul 

If you humour me and cast back your memory to the previous chapter, you’ll 

recall that we encountered Donna, the teenage-wife-to-a-musician, hippie, and later, 

nature mother. She had fallen on hard times in recent years and suffered some 

psychological distress as well as family troubles. Donna maintained that Nature saved her 

from complete oblivion. Work on her yard(s) removed all the extraneous connections and 

worries associated with modern life, and she was once again able to interact with God 

and find herself. For Donna, the process of maintaining the yard was simultaneously a 

process of maintaining and cultivating her own spirit. This notion was echoed numerous 

times by my other interviewees.  

More than a quarter of my respondents had some variation of Svetlana’s (the Bay 

Area garden designer) basic claim that the front yard represents “my physical therapy 

[…] my mental therapy […] my salvation.” Paige (the teacher for the blind) tells the story 

of moving to her current house in Walla Walla twenty-two years ago and finding that it 

had heaps of “healthy plants” scattered throughout the front yard — things like 

chamomile for teas, and echinacea for boosting the immune system. Paige contextualized 

this interesting vegetation-al assemblage by telling me that the former owner had a brain 

tumour. The “healthy plants,” then, could be interpreted as addressing a singular need; 

they could be read as the physical manifestations of an aspiration to increased vitality and 
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recovery. The former owner wanted to be healthy again, and so her front yard became her 

pharmacopeia. Conceivably, it could have been her mechanism for taking control of a 

medical situation that was otherwise outside her purview. In this case, the front yard 

offered a narrow glimpse into a very particular, individual life—the life of this woman 

trying to cope with a potentially fatal illness by fixating upon “health” and the plants that 

supposedly welcomed it.  

Considering it’s important to incorporate emic (insider) as well as etic (outsider) 

theories and perspectives into this discussion, Sally’s story about her own relationship to 

a little bonsai tree is vital in proving my point that the yard or elements of the yard can 

serve as extensions of the people who sculpt them. Sally and her husband went to a 

nursery twenty-five years ago to buy a little bonsai tree for $20 (at the time of this 

retelling, Sally’s tree was worth upwards of $600 dollars. This seems to support the Neo-

Utilitarian claim that property regimes encourage individuals to put more effort into 

managing/conserving resources, something which increases the value of said resources 

(Rose 1994, 3)). Assuming complete control of the small Japanese maple, Sally pruned 

“each little branch by hand,” keeping it just the shape and size she wanted it for over two 

decades. One day, Sally hired a lawn maintenance company to tend her grass plot. 

Despite warning them to exercise caution around her perfectly pruned bonsai, Sally 

discovered after the landscapers had left that they’d accidentally hacked off a branch of 

the tree and tried to hide the evidence by slipping the amputated limb back into the mix 

of still-attached vegetation-al appendages. Needless to say, Sally refused to pay the 

company that had mutilated her tree, and when they insisted on billing her for their 

services anyway, she wrote an “extraordinary long letter” about how “special this tree 
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was to me.” Sally reports that her husband likes to tell this story to dinner guests because 

of the intensity of her reaction and her seemingly overbearing protectiveness of the tree: 

“I was out of my mind. It was like my little baby.”  

Although Sally was able to laugh about this whole affair at the time of the 

retelling, the fact that she may have wept in the heat of the moment at the injury this little 

bonsai sustained, is noteworthy. Sally, through heaping attention, care, worry and energy 

on it for more than two decades had practically made the maple a surrogate child. It was 

“like [her] little baby” — an extension and culmination of herself and her labour. That 

said, it’s important to remember that Sally’s not some individual in a vacuum. The baby 

comment isn’t quite so remarkable/eccentric once we realise that the person uttering it is 

fully immersed in this Western culture whose members have a tendency to 

anthropomorphise trees (refer to J.R.R. Tolkien’s “ents” in The Lord of the Rings, or all 

the anatomical connections that could be made between humans and trees: sap and blood, 

leaves and hair, limbs and arms, bark and skin, trunk, etc. (Davies 2015, 220-221)).  

Sally embraces the idea that bits and pieces of her yard can essentially be traced 

back to and correlated with her and her competency/style as a caretaker. The same can be 

said of Krista (the English professor) who sought to, through her front yard space, 

distinguish and distance herself and her husband’s identity from the “pretty normal 

house” in which they lived. As “kinda hippie sort of people,” Krista endeavoured to funk-

ify their image by incorporating all these “alternative sorts” of vegetable-flower pairings 

and natural sculptures into their front yard space. The yard offers a curated peek at their 

personalities, a display of their tendencies to embrace the unconventional, to experiment 

and be artistic. These personally crafted statements on private property ultimately are 
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meant for public consumption (Krista talked to me about being featured in The Union 

Bulletin for her exceptional yard work). This demonstrates how the private and public 

spheres I talked about in the introduction converge and overlap when it comes to front 

yards.  

The Public: The City Enters the Picture 

In doing this research, one of the things that surprised me the most was the 

number of times city/state government interventions and programs were mentioned in 

conversations with my respondents. And furthermore, the number of times a single, 

particular municipal policy was quoted positively floored me. More than a third, possibly 

as many as half, of my interviewees commented on and criticized the city government’s 

handling of overgrown trees in the privately managed but publicly owned parking strips. 

Why this particular topic so irked or agitated my respondents still puzzles me. Gerald (the 

Vietnam veteran and retired corrections officer) said matter-a-factly that the city “does 

their best to come along and destroy as many trees as they possibly can” (emphasis 

added). Listening to Gerald, one would imagine that city officials are lobbing Vietnam 

H&E devices at the trees, rather than simply clipping and containing them. The 

hyperbolic nature of Gerald’s words, however, certainly capture just how passionate 

about and protective my respondents were of their trees. Sally talked about the city 

“mutilat[ing] all the trees to clear the electric wires,” and Jess (the potter from Portland) 

theorized that the city was effectively leaving behind a calling card by “hack[ing] the 

trees when they prun[ed] them.” After telling me that the city had just been by and done 

their typical “bad job,” Jess invited me to look at the trees on her parking strip: “Those 
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are maple trees. Those are normally maples.” In this quote, Jess seems to suggest that the 

very nature of her trees has been altered by the city’s aggressive maintenance procedures. 

These trees used to be maples, they’re normally maples, but to Jess, their integrity and 

standing as maples is called into question by their dramatic disfigurement. If we were to 

pick up and carry Jess’s proto-conspiracy theory to its natural conclusion, we might argue 

that the city aggressively prunes these trees to “mark them so clearly as to transform 

them, so that no one else will mistake them for unsubdued nature” (Rose 1994, 20). Is the 

city really enacting the “doctrine of first possession” to maintain and renew their property 

claims to the parking strips?  

Veering away from the conspiracy theory zone, it has been found that for an item 

falling into the “conceptual space of  human function and use” there might be some 

blurring and fuzziness about how said item should be categorized (Atran 1990, 54). Is it 

an artefact—wrought by human hands? Or is it entirely natural? Scott Atran argues 

vehemently against Rosch’s premise that just as “some colours to which English speakers 

apply the word ‘red’ are ‘redder’ than others [,] some breeds of ‘dog’ (such as the 

retriever) are more representative of the ‘meaning’ of a dog [than a Pekinese]” (1990, 

57). Atran makes the compelling argument that a dog is always a dog. If it weren’t a dog, 

“what other kind could it be confused with?” (Atran 1990, 57). According to Atran’s 

logic, a tree is always a tree. There aren’t gradations of tree-ness: “it may be difficult to 

decide where ‘red’ ends and ‘orange’ starts, or whether a given item is a ‘cup’ or ‘bowl’; 

however, this is certainly not so for ‘dog’, ‘oak’ or any other such living kind” (Atan 

1990, 57). Judging from Jess’s “those are normally maples” comment, Atran is abysmally 

wrong. In this human environment, in this “conceptual space of human function and use,” 
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the tree has been so heavily reworked as an artefact, it has lost its “natural kind,” its 

essence, its innate maple nature (Atran 1990, 51).  

Why did my respondents want to talk about what the city does to trees on these 

public strips of land? One theory is that the trees are so close to being absolutely private, 

private in every way but in deed, that people think this poor treatment of the trees (which 

they are otherwise responsible for watering and tending) reflects badly on them as 

caretakers and depreciates the value of their own property. Adding to this bitterness 

might be a sense of disempowerment and helplessness. Sally remarked that nobody ever 

knows when the city might be fixing to do this service so nobody can ever take the 

initiative and pre-empt it. The unexpectedness and suddenness of the affair could be 

unsettling/unnerving. Another possible point of contention is that only some people, the 

people on the side of the street with electrical wires, are affected by this program, while 

others, the people living on the telephone line side, can let their trees grow the size of 

Jack’s beanstalk without the city giving a hoot. This last point was obviously on the 

minds of my respondents as every single one of them who initiated conversation on this 

topic (and I count six) also remarked upon the different regulations/policies governing the 

two sides of the street.  How unjust and undemocratic to have different rules applying to 

different people on the same block! 

It’s more than likely true that some of my respondents objected to the perceived 

“hacking” of the trees on their street for the simple reason that trees are nice to look at 

and mutilated ones are a little less becoming than healthy, full-bodied ones. This idea 

struck home with me when I was talking to Lydia about the old maples she’d had 

removed from her parking strip when she first arrived in Walla Walla. At the same time 
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Lydia had the trees extracted, her neighbour had a couple of his own dying trees taken 

out. The response from people on the street over these two, disconnected extractions was 

fierce and dramatic. According to Lydia, one letter to the editor complained that “people 

are clearcutting [Bridge] Street.” What this anecdote highlights is the fact that a) people 

in Walla Walla pay attention to and keep tabs on what goes on with yards and plots on 

their streets, and b) if they perceive any “spoliation of the commons” type scenario 

unfolding (whereby communal lands are depleted/wrecked by overly-greedy individuals) 

they’ll react quickly with indignant, hyperbolic language and anger (Douglas 1991, 301).   

Although there’s much more to be said about city-citizen interactions insofar as 

parking strips are concerned, I’ll finish this section with an example of a positive citizen-

government collaborative episode that also serves as a nice and easy segue into our 

discussion on gifts and gift giving up next. After a massive storm in 2007 knocked down 

something like 1500 trees in Walla Walla alone, Gerald (the vet) applied for and received 

a Parks and Recreation “reforestation” grant to plant twelve trees along his block’s 

ravaged parking strips. Gerald asked his neighbours what kinds of trees they wanted, and, 

once the Lindons and English Oaks and Celebration Maples arrived, got help from two of 

his closer neighbour-friends to dig holes and install them. While The Gerald and a Dozen 

Trees story is a bit extreme and unrepresentative in the sense of the time and energy he 

must have put into procuring those plants through government channels for himself and 

his neighbours, it nonetheless exemplifies the unexpected tales of generosity, sharing and 

appreciation I found peppered throughout my front yard themed conversations with 

sixteen Walla Walla-ites.  
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The Public: Sharing Plants, Information and Company 

In this section I intend to explore the many little gifts neighbours give each other 

so far as their front yards are concerned. But before we get into the nitty-gritty details of 

gift-giving and exchange, it’s important to realise that (taking the Neo-Utilitarian view) 

none of this would be possible without a “regime of individual property” (Rose 1994, 5). 

Recall that property is social by its very nature. A regime of individual property, then, is 

“a kind of collective property or metaproperty” because it holds together “only on the 

basis of common beliefs and understandings” (Rose 1994, 5). Margaret Davies even goes 

so far as to assert that property is a complete fabrication, a home-made “gift” given to an 

individual by the community (2015, 221). So because the community allows me to 

possess something all on my own, for myself, that something—whatever it is—is taken 

out of the communal pot and out of circulation. Now I have something that others do not 

have and which they might want. A need or desire has been created that I have the power 

to fill. Which brings us back to the Walla Walla yard-to-yard gift exchange scene. These 

gifts include beautiful spectacles, actual vegetation-al materials, information about 

properly nurturing different types of plants, freedom of passage and ease of access as 

well as self-esteem boosters. It’s an interesting mix of what Marcel Mauss identifies as 

“purely free and gratuitous prestations” and “purely interested and utilitarian […] 

exchange” (Mauss 1967, 70).  

Before we get too deeply into this, it’s worth noting that Marcel Mauss studied 

the literature surrounding Polynesian, Melanesian and Pacific Northwestern tribes—

looking particularly at their gift exchange systems. He wrote about people making 

prestations and counterprestations to cement or improve their “political rank” and social 
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standing within “sub-groups, tribes, tribal confederations and nations” (Mauss 1967, 4). 

In particular, he devoted a substantial amount of text to the Kwakiutl potlatch, explaining 

it as a “‘total’ social phenomenon’” where  political, legal, economic, domestic, religious 

and aesthetic concerns all converged and were resolved in a string of gift-giving events. 

Mauss points out that gift giving was a way for a chief to “demonstrate his fortune […] 

by expending it to the humiliation of others. By putting them ‘in the shadow of his 

name’” (Mauss 1967, 37-8). It was an antagonistic affair, a way of vanquishing and 

subordinating other chiefs and tribes by sponsoring ostentatious dances, extravagant 

feasts, and by dispensing valuable party favours (blanket bundles, etc.) that those in 

attendance would have to break themselves in order to reciprocate or top (Mauss 1967, 

76-77). It was a means for displaying power and establishing hierarchies without 

generating bloodshed.  I only mention Mauss’s work here because he demonstrates how 

gift-giving can be a regulatory mechanism for societies. A means for keeping the peace 

and creating a sort of clear-cut, governing order. Although a spirit of rivalry is not 

present in Walla Walla’s own system of gift-exchange, I argue that there is an underlying 

system that does exist, and that it comes with a potlatch-ian component of obligatory 

prestations. To not make these prestations in full, is to debase and disgrace oneself or 

one’s clan (neighbours).  

Lydia kicks us off by trying to position lawn and yard maintenance as a gift one 

gives oneself and one’s neighbours. She says that we desire to keep our yards looking 

nice and tidy because “the neighbourhood isn’t as desirable if you’ve got a yard that isn’t 

taken care of.” Will says essentially the same thing by asserting that “if you maintain 

your property, all the neighbours around you benefit. If you don’t maintain your property, 
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they don’t benefit. In fact, you become a drag on their property.” In reading these 

comments while wearing Mauss-ian bifocals, one can’t help thinking about “prestations 

which are in theory voluntary, disinterested and spontaneous, but are in fact obligatory 

and interested” (Mauss 1967, 1). The beautiful yards Will and Lydia produce are offered 

up for the public’s viewing pleasure as a voluntary and disinterested prestation, when in 

fact, the reverse is equally true. The presenting of these wondrous sights to the general 

populace is done (at least in part) as an act of what Mauss would probably construe as 

“obligation and economic self-interest” (1967, 1).  The “economic[ally] self-interest[ed]” 

part enters the picture when Will talks about “benefits”— “benefits” which, in this case, I 

interpreted as code for property values. Good landscaping can add 15% to a home’s 

worth while it’s on the market (Balmori et al. 1993, 13). The “obligation” bit is tied in 

with the fact that Will and Lydia seem to register and articulate Rose’s suggestion (more 

clearly, I might add) that “property is itself a kind of regulatory regime” (1994, 4). Those 

who sign up for it simultaneously become responsible to the community that manages it 

(Rose 1994, 4). In summation, the “metaproperty” gift shelled out by the community 

comes with strings attached.  

This rather dour take on a seemingly free and fluid exchange (the sight of a 

beautiful lawn by a community that’s appreciative) was glossed over by Svetlana, Krista 

and Nadine who talked about their yards as sources of loveliness and happiness given to 

the public for free. Nadine remarked that she “can look at [her yard]. [And] it brings me 

joy. And I think it brings other people joy.” Svetlana expounded most upon this, saying 

“the thing is that everyone loves a beautiful garden […] even if it’s not something that 

they’re interested [in] at all—they’ll come by and they can see the beauty. Anyone can 
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appreciate that. […] you know, it lifts you when you walk by something beautiful. I 

mean, and it [her front yard] is beauty.”  

Aside from the gift of beautiful spectacle, yard caretakers often told me that they 

sporadically gave to, and/or were the recipients of plant clippings from friends and 

strangers. Krista was my informant most deeply enmeshed in this culture of spontaneous 

and therefore disinterested plant-giving. Krista explains the process to me: “there’s 

probably five people on this block that I’ve shared plants with […] sometimes I just set 

them out there and say, ‘take them.’ And other times I, you know, talk to people […] I 

don’t know, we’re out workin’ our yard and we stop and talk to each other. And I’m just 

like, ‘I’ll just take some!’ you know?”  In this brief excerpt from the conversation, we 

learn that Krista is engaged in two different types of giving: a) where there’s no face-to-

face interaction and the gift could wind up in the hands of a stranger, and b) where the 

gift is the culmination of a very free, fluid and personal exchange with a 

friend/acquaintance. Krista actually takes part in a third type of gift-giving that Mauss 

would probably perceive as non-spontaneous, “not really disinterested” and therefore 

suspect (Mauss 1967, 70-71). Krista told me that “because everything reproduces itself” 

in excess, every spring she takes heaps of bouquets and produce to work, and bags of 

vegetables to the local food bank. Although I’ve no reason to suspect Krista’s motives as 

being anything other than genuine and applaud-able, Mauss did derail Bronislaw 

Malinowski’s claim that there can exist such a thing as a planned/weighed and yet 

nonbinding gift. In his studies of Trobriand Islanders, Malinowski tried to argue that pure 

gifts exist between spouses. Always the Sylvia Plath of Anthropology (a genius but also a 

downer), Mauss honed in on a little thing called mapula (gifts the husband gives the wife 
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for her sexual services) that discredited this theory entirely (Mauss 1967, 70-1).  I only 

mention mapula to suggest that everything comes with strings attached when we can be 

premeditative with our generosity. 

Having cast (certainly undeserved and unfair) doubt on Krista’s motivations for 

making those food bank gifts and workplace flower deliveries, the burden falls on me to 

account for this premeditated gift-giving with some other theory besides “to elicit sexual 

favours.” While there’s indubitably a feel-good component that goes hand in hand with 

these acts of largesse, it’s also possible that Krista gathers information about herself and 

her standing with others by selectively distributing her vegetation-al wares. According to 

Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood, goods are both the “hardware and software of an 

information system whose principal concern is to monitor its own performance” (1996, 

49). Gift giving kind of works like a thermometer in that it allows one to take the 

temperature of a relationship; if an object offered is refused it’s possible that something’s 

been done/said in the past  to warrant such a chilly reception (that said, discontent isn’t 

the only legitimate reason to refuse a gift). Not only can gift-giving take the temperature 

of a relationship, it can also change the status of said relationship — rearranging social 

boundaries, “reinforce[ing] or undermin[ing]” them depending on how 

positively/negatively the gift was received (Douglas and Isherwood 1996, 49). Assuming 

Krista is actually keen on taking the temperatures of her relationships with her co-

workers by plying them with gifts — what better way to set about amassing gifts than by 

reaping and harvesting the bounty of her own front garden? Krista said it best when she 

remarked that “everything reproduces itself” out there. Therefore, she has an 
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inexhaustible, seasonal supply of inexpensive goods at her disposal for conducting these 

social experiments. 

Krista was not alone in engaging in at least a couple of the three different types of 

gift-giving and accepting I outlined above. Gerald claimed to be one of “around twenty 

different friends” who received basil, eggplant and vegetable starts from a woman with a 

big garden. Svetlana entered into a fourth kind of giving which was spontaneous in 

nature, and conducted face-to-face with interested strangers (and maybe a few neighbours 

as well). She enlightened me about how these affairs transpire: “they’ll say: ‘what’s that? 

I’ve never seen that […]’ and then I’ll give them a slip or a cutting or something. And tell 

them: ‘okay, this is what you need to do to get this to root. And once it’s rooted, this is 

where you plant it […] If you want it to bloom—because blooms are gorgeous—then this 

is what you need to do.” Because Svetlana specializes in plants that are “non-pedestrian” 

ornamentals, varieties that people rarely encounter (like her pistachio green 

rhododendron shrub), part of her gift-giving package involves an impromptu information 

session. 

For Svetlana, one kickback she gets for handing out starters of her “non-

pedestrian” ornamentals to any pedestrian on the street who “express[es] an interest,” is 

the recompense of knowing that something she prizes is also appreciated and prized by 

others.  It is the tacit endorsement and agreement of the collective (human consumers, 

human community members, etc.) that determines the value of a product or entity 

(Douglas and Isherwood 1996, 50). It is the confidence boosting proof one needs that 

they have good taste.  Although Svetlana assured me that she would still be gardening 

regardless of what anyone else thought, she mentioned how “gratifying” it is when a 
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passer-by says “’I really like your garden!’” And according to Svetlana, “they say that a 

lot.” Although this may be a harsh assessment, I get the sense that for Svetlana, being 

able to hand out exotic plant clippings and to hold a mini information session about them 

is a way for her to demonstrate her smarts (she told me she went to Wellesley) and 

maximize the attention her good taste has earned her.  

Thus far it’s been shown that a front yard space functions as a nexus point where 

meetings between strangers can take place, where friends can catch up, where crops as 

well as information can be gleaned/distributed, and where mostly everyone can find 

mental as well as visual stimulation. Although the image I’ve constructed of yards up to 

this point suggests fairly haphazard and random exchanges between individuals, it’s 

worth noting that many of the outdoor spaces I encountered had actually been designed to 

promote and privilege relationships with certain people. For example, Annabeth (the 

former journalist from Seattle) was on such good terms with the neighbour on one side 

that the neighbour in question installed a pathway between their two lawns and inserted a 

little break in the plants bordering that property line. A similar thoroughfare was never 

created between Annabeth’s yard and the neighbour’s on the opposite side, however. It 

was not necessary (that neighbour was derelict in her lawn mowing duties and drove 

Annabeth crazy!). Lydia had her own well-worn trail linking up her property with her 

neighbour’s estate. The trail had been used so frequently in recent history that it earned a 

nickname: Wrong Dog Road (Lydia and the neighbour had puppies from the same litter. 

When they’d visit each other’s houses they’d take their animals, chat a bit, then return 

home to find that, well, they had leashed the wrong pup). 
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Yards and the cornucopia of plants they supply have the capacity to help us 

establish and broadcast our public personas and expand our neighbourhood connections. 

Trade and exchange are easy ways to rack up nodes in one of Latour’s actor-networks 

(consider Gerald’s story about being one node in a 20 person eggplant/basil clippings 

chain). Svetlana demonstrated how an individual only newly arrived to the Walla Walla 

area can rely on gift-giving to make a name for herself and to build up her public persona 

as a knowledgeable person with a green thumb and exceptional/refined tastes (at least 

when it comes to botanical goods). Krista has opened our eyes to the possibility that gift-

giving can be a regulatory regime all on its own—a mechanism for maintaining and 

mostly improving already established relationships (recall that she never mentioned 

dealing directly with strangers when it came to divvying up her produce. There was 

always an intermediary/go-between when the target of her gift was someone she didn’t 

know). Lastly, Annabeth and Lydia’s stories about having official paths ground down 

into the earth between their yards and those of their neighbours’ is an important reminder 

that yards themselves, and not just the plants they support, can serve as facilitators of and 

conduits for increased interaction and intimacy between particular people. They actually 

even expanded these women’s private lives by ensuring that a select few neighbours had 

a backstage pass, an ease of access path they could follow right to their front doors. 

The Public: Disagreements over the Management of Space  

In this final section, the yard (or rather, its maintenance) is examined as a catalyst 

for dividing neighbours. It’s evaluated as a mechanism for enabling isolation — as a tool 

that can be manipulated to produce a world that meets one’s standards while 
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simultaneously shutting out all the petty and irritating facets of reality. My interviewees 

had ongoing beefs with their neighbours because either 1) The neighbour had introduced 

an item into their own yard that confounded my respondents’ abilities to appreciate the 

outdoors as fully as they might otherwise have done before the surprise installation, 2) 

The neighbour had no shame in creating a noisy racket in the name of his/her own yard 

maintenance projects, or 3) The neighbour had different ideas about how frequently 

outdoor spaces and their accompanying plants should be tended. Responses to these 

transgressions and misunderstandings ranged from erecting barriers to avoiding/ignoring 

the causes of the problem to giving constant (sometimes passive aggressive) reminders to 

just assuming (in the case of point three) responsibility for the maintenance duty itself. 

Because the spat between Connor/Tessa and Pat/Will covers the first two 

categories of dispute, we’ll begin with them for the sake of convenience. Although 

Pat/Will seemed rather perplexed as to why Connor/Tessa were so cold and distant 

towards them (although they spitballed a few possibilities: perhaps the arborvitae they’d 

planted blocked the couple’s view of the creek. Perhaps they were still mad about the tree 

that had fallen on their house even though Will gave them $500 recompense), 

Connor/Tessa were able to articulate and enumerate a number of micro-aggressions and 

incivilities that put the nail in the coffin of this supposed neighbourly relationship. 

Connor/Tessa pointed to the stark, white plastic wall that Pat/Will had resurrected 

between the two properties when the younger couple was off vacationing one summer, 

and elucidated the situation: “that fence is a bit symbolic of our relationship. It’s high and 

plastic.” Tessa interjects: “and there’s no visual, you know, access through it. [With] our 

other neighbours […] we used to sit here and watch their little girl play before we had 
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kids.” The fence Pat/Will had installed was an impermeable barrier — foreclosing any 

opportunity of exchange and interaction, and ostentatiously cutting Tessa/Connor out of 

their lives for good.  

While many of my respondents talked about engineering their yards in such a way 

as to ensure some degree of privacy (Connor even raved about what a “big difference” 

his willow tree made “privacy-wise.” He alleged that if you sit on his front porch when 

the willow is in full bloom you “can’t see the street”), Pat/Will’s throwing up of that 

white, crack-less, gapless, and slit-less fence on the sly when Connor/Tessa were away on 

vacation seems to have been about much more than privacy. Rather, it appears that in this 

instance Pat/Will intended to take full possession of their estate. Taking “possession” 

means taking action in such a way that “all the world understands that the [actor] has an 

unequivocal intention of appropriating the [object] to his individual use” (Rose 1994, 12). 

By installing this impenetrable fence, Pat/Will are asserting themselves as the rightful 

possessors of the lawn/yard, and transmitting the message that they intend to use it/look 

at it/admire it exclusively. At the heart of this “taking possession” incident then, are a 

couple of basic private property principles: 1) Property involves desiring to own 

particular materials for oneself, and 2) It involves desiring to control other people’s 

access to said materials (Rose 1994, 28). While the jury’s still out about whether or not 

Pat/Will consciously and passive aggressively flung up the wall to hurt Connor/Tessa’s 

view, the fact remains that the younger couple’s visual access to the creek bed has been 

curbed by their neighbour’s actions.   

The second point of contention between the two families was the older couple’s 

insistence on having their lawn maintenance guy use a leaf blower every week. Jess, who 
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is Pat/Will’s neighbour on the opposite side, shared this grievance with Connor/Tessa and 

actually articulated it best. She describes the lawn maintenance situation next door for me 

in hilarious detail: “they’re regular as clockwork. Wednesday is yard day over there and I 

usually try to be gone. It works out well for me because Wednesday morning is when I 

have my yoga class […] so I can be out all morning and I don’t have to hear the mowers 

and leaf blowers which I find incredibly annoying.” She maintains that some days they’re 

“blowing six little leaves” off the grass. I crack up at this suggestion, but the blaring 

noises of these lawn maintenance activities evidently truly peeves and frustrates her. Like 

Connor and Tessa, Jess’s approach to handling this problem is typified by quiet seething 

and conscious avoidance. 

Kind of in keeping with her “conscious avoidance” tactic, when Jess had a noise 

pollution problem with the neighbours on the other side, she did what many of my 

respondents talked about doing themselves (including Nadine), or else about seeing other 

people do (Gerald)—namely, she threw up a vegetation-al barrier. Although Jess claims 

to have been motivated in part by a desire for shade, she also talked extensively about the 

situation next door—about an absentee landlord, the sounds of gunshots, of human 

wailing and screaming, of constant police intrusions—as being a bit of an impetus for the 

construction of the bush barrier. She concedes: “we just wanted to plant things there 

really quickly to make a screen. So we planted that big tree and some other shrubs on that 

side.” I asked a slightly dim-witted follow-up: “So you planted these things here with the 

knowledge they’d grow quickly? She answered affirmatively: Well, yeah. That 

Australian Pine can grow a foot a year.” Jess’s bush barrier is not the same as Pat/Will’s 

stark white wall. As a softer, gentler approach to carving out a bit of privacy for herself, 
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it’s markedly at odds with Pat/Will’s seeming power-trip, with their “taking possession” 

move of installing this great white colossus in their backyard. That said, by erecting this 

bush barrier, Jess is consciously isolating herself from some of the more unpleasant 

sights/sounds of the world. She’s curating her view, and opting for selective exposure. 

Privacy for her is less about stopping other people from looking in, than protecting 

herself from looking out and seeing unsavoury sights (or of having to listen to 

jarring/disturbing sounds).  

Even though I realize now that the Pat/Will-centred conflict actually could be 

fitted in any one of the three categories of dispute I identified earlier (Jess disagreed with 

Pat/Will over the frequency of their leaf-blowing operations), it’s worth considering 

Annabeth’s comments and one of Paige’s anecdotes in order to educate ourselves about 

some of the other popular methods (aside from avoidance and angry stewing) people 

adopt in dealing with their own neighbourly feuds.  When faced with a next door 

neighbour “willing to wait much longer than [she] was” to mow her lawn, Annabeth tried 

to mitigate the spread of weed seed by occasionally complaining and calling/prodding her 

neighbour into action with requests. Paige’s approach, while indubitably more invasive 

and gutsy than Annabeth’s, is also perhaps more effective and efficient in getting the job 

done in a satisfactory/timely manner. Paige sometimes deals with her neighbour’s six to 

eight inches long grass by simply cutting it: “I have to encroach on his and mow his a 

little bit because it drives me crazy.” Paige also told me the story of how the family 

across the street wanted to sell their house and wound up paying their own groundskeeper 

guy to cut the grass of the house next door to them where, Paige swore to me, “they used 

to like weed-whack their yard once a year. I mean, it would be that high. It was horrible.”  
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All my respondents seemed to grapple with the “meta-property” status of their 

front yards. Property is a gift — essentially taking land out of public use for private 

consumption. But the gift is not freely given. The private property owner still owes the 

public, the community something in return. Annabeth could have resurrected a bush 

barrier to block out some of the fall-out from her neighbour’s aggressively reproducing 

dandelions. She could have stopped the weed from spreading into her yard by simply 

throwing up some kind of dense shrub rather than constantly having to hassle her 

neighbour about mowing her lawn. But she didn’t. Annabeth seemed to embrace more 

fully than any of my other respondents the “meta-property” aspect of her yard. She 

allowed children to dart across it on their way to the elementary school down the street. 

She allowed her neighbour to install a pathway through it — officially merging her yard 

with his. What we’ve seen in this section are variable approaches to handling some of the 

problems that arise when one cares for a simultaneously communal and individual space. 

Some responded by resurrecting barriers and trying to reinforce a strict private-public 

divide (essentially highlighting and teasing out the individual-oriented dimensions of 

property).  Others stayed committed to keeping their spaces public, and in keeping these 

communication pathways open.  

The Rub 

This chapter has explored the yard as a phenomenon occurring somewhere within 

the overlapping public and private realms. It has dwelled on the reality of gender 

differentiation in front yard maintenance activities. It has borne witness to the resentment 

caused by government interventions in these cultivated outdoor environs. It has 
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discovered and sought to describe this microcosmic world of social interaction that seems 

to sometimes blossom and open up around the front yard space. Finally, it has looked 

sternly and intently at maintenance procedures for their potentialities to sow the seeds of 

discontent and tension. Paul Robbins asserts that the lawn is not an “external expression 

of something internal to us” but rather one of the “myriad objects of daily life [that] 

constitutes who we are” (2007, 14). What this chapter has shown is that Robbins’ 

assertion could be stretched out even further, could be expanded and applied not merely 

to lawns, but to all front yard spaces that people invest time/energy into. Have I not 

argued that the yard is an extension of the individual, of the family, of the home, and of 

the community at large? Our identities do not merely inform how these outdoor environs 

are created and maintained, but are actually partially formed and shaped by the routines 

and relationships we develop (or eschew) in caring for them.  

Sally’s anal, compulsive tendencies (which we saw in the previous chapter in her 

hand-weeding practices and in her bonsai pruning routine) were fostered by the continual 

reappearance of those vexing, ever-so-pluckable dandelions in her front yard. 

Furthermore, her obsessiveness was even at one time regarded as a moral asset, viewed as 

a virtue by a community essentially waging an all-out extermination campaign on the 

dandelion weeds. Donna’s “whole life philosophy” supposedly stems from her gardening. 

Her very spirituality revolves around the relationships she fosters with plants, and the 

ability of plants and Nature to displace humans — to replace an “encumbrance of people” 

who drag into her already difficult life their earthly concerns and miseries. Krista’s 

harvesting and dispensing of her front yard crops and plants made her a good, generous 

person. It’s hard to argue that you’re an altruistic individual if you’ve got no evidence in 
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your back pocket, no anecdotes about concrete acts of kindness, to whip out and help you 

support your claim. In summation, for those of us lucky enough to have front yard spaces 

— they help define us. They define us as private individuals, as couples (i.e. family 

units), and as neighbours (i.e. responsible community members, people in public 

spheres). It’d probably behoove us all to re-examine how we personally negotiate and 

manage this particular type of meta-property.  
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Chapter 6: What’s there to Learn? Respondents Weigh In 

In his 2005 volume, Reassembling the Social, Bruno Latour (the most prominent 

proponent of Actor-Network Theory) dreamed up an interaction between a professor and 

a PhD student. In this fictitious story, the student comes into the professor’s office to ask 

for an explanatory context, for a theoretical tool that could be used to shed some light on, 

and assign meaning to the things she has seen in the field (Latour 2005, 141; LeComte 

2013, 473). In response, the professor argues that “describing is explaining,” and that “As 

Rem Koolhaas said, ‘context stinks.’ It’s simply a way of stopping the description when 

you are tired or too lazy to go on” (Latour 2005, 148). Because this irreductionism 

appeals to me at this moment, rather than wrapping up this thesis in a nice little package, 

in a contained, concrete bundle, we’ll plough on and (ideally) plant some new ideas with 

every turned phrase/page.  

 In this thesis I have tried to hone in on what, exactly, the front yard space tells us 

about the people who construct and maintain it. Already it has been demonstrated that the 

yard can be used by a hierarchically-focused band of people to index their class 

associations and allegiances (chapter 3). Already it has been shown that the yard can help 

routinize people’s schedules (forcing them to arrange their lives around the seasons) 

while also opening them up to the anxieties (stemming from the natural elements’ 

potentialities for behaving unpredictably) that have always accompanied working the 

land (chapter 4). Already it has been explained how the yard can be a formative part of an 

individual’s character (making them obsessive, etc; chapter 5).  In reaching these 

conclusions, I relied on the various anecdotes, stories and some of the more attention-

grabbing/peculiarly worded statements of my respondents. As an outsider looking in 
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(both in the sense of not being from the Walla Walla area and not having a front yard to 

tend to myself), the foregoing chapters represent the best guess I can make concerning 

the information that’s actually conveyed about mostly wealthy and empowered segments 

of society by their front yard spaces. In closing, we’ll consider what truthful, 

representative data my informants believed could actually be secured by studying yards. 

Kind of cheating (in posing to them one of the questions at the heart of my own thesis), I 

asked all my respondents some version of the query: “So, do you think that you learn 

anything about your neighbours from their yards?” What follows is the gist of what they 

said.  

 More than anything, my respondents’ answers were extremely cautious. They 

reminded me of all the different obstacles/barriers in place that could inhibit a person’s 

ability to create his/her ideal front yard space. While Nadine hemmed and hawed, saying 

“I know, it’s money, it’s time,” Anastasia got straight to the point: “I would think more 

than anything it’s a class thing […] because that determines typically where you can live 

and whether you even have a lawn. And how you treat that.” Paige even went so far as to 

perceive her neighbour’s overgrown lawn as being the product of his taste for wilderness, 

which she then linked back to the material conditions of his existence, saying: “to him 

[the yard’s] just a natural setting. This is what happens in the environment […] he doesn’t 

have time to [mow]. And so, it comes in handy when he doesn’t have to do stuff.” In this 

statement, Paige seems to be channelling Bourdieu—she claims that her neighbour’s lack 

of time, which is also a condition of his existence, is what makes it so that he does not 

mow. The neighbour has internalized his necessity [the time constraints that prompt him 

to attend to more important things than his yard] and “converted [this internalized 
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necessity] into a disposition that generates […] meaning-giving perceptions” (Bourdieu 

1984, 170). The neighbour stomachs his (temporal) disadvantage by having its 

products/effects align and coincide with his own personal preferences and tastes. He 

prefers a front yard space that’s unworked and looks a little more natural. In this instance, 

we see what a spookily powerful system habitus actually is.  

 Although class-related constraints were the number-one reason cited for why an 

anthropologist cannot just treat a yard as a direct expression of its manager/caretaker 

(although two of my respondents treated it exactly that way, as a one-to-one function. 

Daniel said: “I think if they’ve got messy front yards they’ve got probably messy lives.” 

Conversely, Tessa whipped-out the adage “clean on the outside, messy on the inside” to 

describe her thoughts on heavily manicured lawns.), Sally alerted me to the fact that even 

wealthy people with unlimited resources may not necessarily have yards that personally 

define them. Pointing to one house down the block with expensive cars in its driveway 

and a nicely manicured green lawn out front, Sally whispered to me that the people who 

owned it “haven’t changed [the] space since they had it.” Can a second-hand, hand-me-

down lawn that the current caretakers adopted wholesale actually represent them? Can it 

express who they are? Either these people with the expensive cars feel like the lawn does 

represent their idyllic outdoor environment, or they’re opting to go the route of least 

resistance and don’t really care one way or the other if it transmits any personal messages 

about them (just maintaining the space as it is rather than investing energy/time/money to 

change it). Nadine, for one, ascribed some truth to the latter point. She remarked that 

when it came to landscaping, some people just “aren’t interested in doing it.”  
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 When asked if anything can be gleaned about a person from their front yard 

space, Paige articulated it the fullest and arguably the best: “so to me […] whatever your 

yard says about you is either sort of where you are mentally, or what you can handle in 

life, or how much you enjoy it.” Always quick with examples, Paige (who introduced us 

to her time-taxed neighbour with the penchant for natural lawns)  pointed to the 

meticulously maintained yard across the street and remarked that an old man who lives in 

the house there sometimes comes out after the lawn-maintenance fellow has left to “pick 

up after the guy,” and “water certain plants, certain trees.” The implication here is that if 

one loves doing one’s outdoor maintenance work, if one enjoys the process and invests 

time/energy in it, that tender attention will shine through and become apparent in the 

lawn itself. 

 Donna essentially agreed with this assessment, saying that lawns “reflect your 

personality, however much you had to do with them being there.” She also seemed to 

push back against the monolithic-ness and static-ness of Nadine’s assertion that some 

people just “aren’t interested” in doing front yard work. Citing her own life’s 

progression, Donna pointed out that young people are “especially involved with people,” 

and are absorbed in all the trials and tribulations and dramas posed by the rest of 

humanity. But she says that this reliance on, and single-minded attention to humans shifts 

as one ages — with concerns about nature instead coming to the fore. In a nutshell, 

Nadine’s arguing that a person’s “relationship with nature changes” over time and with it 

their approach towards managing the yard space changes as well. This point ties in with 

Paige’s insistence that “whatever your yard says about you is either sort of where you are 

mentally, or what you can handle in life.” As our circumstances and personalities develop 
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and transform over the decades, our maintenance routines involving the yard will adjust 

accordingly. 

 While most of my respondents talked about how fallacious, counterproductive 

and detrimental it can be to conflate the appearance of the yard space with the 

identity/character of its maintainer, many of these same people admitted to doing just that 

exact thing on a regular basis. Nadine for one, talked about moving into her house and 

seeing her neighbour’s yard—replete as it was with a mini windmill, a whole troupe of 

gaudily painted ceramic animals, and plastic flowers planted all about—and thinking 

“this is loony-tunes.” But it turns out that the owner of the lawn was actually quite all 

right, and she and he became fast friends. This isn’t just a Fairy Tale ending, however. 

Nadine’s comments didn’t stop there: “[his yard is] just not my taste. I admire the […] 

rental across the street. I admire their yard […] it’s a beautiful, beautiful job of 

landscaping. And when I see a house like that, and […] this is a terrible thing to say, I 

really shouldn’t—but I will—I figure the people who maintain it I might like.” What 

Nadine has confided in me here is nothing Bourdieu would ever bat an eyelash at — 

while organizing “the system of matching properties,” taste also matches and organizes 

people (Bourdieu 1984, 174). This is the basis for class identification and solidarity.  

 While Sally has a similar story of how taste “raises the differences inscribed in the 

physical order of bodies to the symbolic order of significant distinctions,” hers is unique 

in that it contributes to this chapter, and indeed to the thesis as a whole, a new way of 

imagining and conceptualising the front yard space as a political artefact (Bourdieu 1984, 

175). Sally explained to me how she “make[s] assumptions based on people’s front 

lawn[s]. If I see there are no weeds at all, then I’ll say: ‘They use poison. They don’t care 
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about the environment. They’re probably Republicans and I probably can’t be their friend 

[…]’ I’m very judgemental.” At various points throughout this confession she and I both 

erupt in fits of laughter. Although I sense she’s being cheeky, it’s a titch alarming to think 

how many distinctive signs we see in, and how detailed a narrative some of us are able to 

construct around a single object with a particular aesthetic. Because there’s some 

unspoken agreement between the homeowners on her block that their lawns are going to 

be sign-free zones (that meant no “Make America Great Again” or “I’m with Her” signs 

ever littered their streetscapes at any point during the last election cycle), Sally has to cast 

around for evidence of her neighbours’ political leanings in other places and using 

different mediums. I guess “vegetation” is now her chosen medium for identifying 

liberals and conservatives.  

 To Recap: by asking my interviewees if anything could be gleaned about a person 

simply by analysing the front yard space they maintained, I learned that class-related 

constraints (like a lack of money and time) and disinterestedness in the whole yard-

maintenance process might result in the reproduction of yards whose aesthetics don’t 

agree/align with the characters of the individuals responsible for them. Disconcertingly, 

from Paige I heard a rather Bourdieu-ian analysis that a yard aesthetic homeowners say 

they like may not be what they’d actually like if they knew any better. The implication is 

that their necessity has become internalised and consequently informs their tastes.  

Breaking dramatically from this idea that tastes are the products/perpetuators of 

individual imprisonment in particular socioeconomic positions, Donna argued that 

people’s outdoor spaces are at least, in part, representative of what stage they’re at in life. 

The appearance of our yards depends on the strength/depth of our relationship to nature 
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(which supposedly improves with age). Lastly, we learned that even my sharpest and 

most conscientious respondents couldn’t help at least initially casting harsh judgement on 

the people who crafted yards that didn’t agree with their own personal tastes.  

 Taking a more abstract, big-picture kind of anti-ANT perspective, front yard 

spaces can be sites where the rich and wealthy publicly grapple with each other over 

setting the bar for tastefulness and style (chapters 2 and 3). Today in America and in 

Walla Walla particularly, we see the Andrew Jackson Downing Graceful School versus 

Rough-Hewn lawns discussion from the 1850s re-emerging — this time abstracted to the 

whole yard (not just the lawn), and amplified/intensified tenfold by a growing reliance on 

“natural” objects (rocks, native plants) or on chemicals (enabling the monocultural, 

uniform display the Graceful School favoured). My interviews with Walla Walla-ites 

highlight how the front yard space shapes our emotions (making us anxious/fearful 

wrecks or calm/reflective Nature converts), our schedules (with our weeks carved up 

according to the mowing, weed-pulling, or pruning activities we do during them), and the 

very way we interact with other humans and perceive the world (forging bonds by giving 

away the yard’s bounty, or else creating fortresses of perfect, headache-less and hardship-

less solitude for ourselves with rows of bushes) (chapter 4 and 5). Although I argued that, 

at the national level, the front yard space was an artefact produced by men in order to 

show solidarity with and membership in a nostalgia riddled, gender-norm stressing, tight-

knit Turfgrass Community, my studies of an intensely liberal pocket of the country 

(namely, the one-mile radius around Whitman College) found that women seem to 

exercise their claims to property, and advertise their personal empowerment, by taking on 

the primary managerial role of their front yard spaces (chapter 5). It’s a Bourdieu-ian 
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battleground for good taste. It’s a hodgepodge of subject and object position swapping, 

infinitely extending networks. It’s a paradoxically personal/private as well as glaringly 

communal/public arena. It’s the subject of my thesis and maybe, even, the subject of 

future investigations revolving around political artefacts. It’s the front yard space.  
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Appendix A: A Cartographic Rendering of the Study Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
0.5 Miles  0  

Distribution of Walla Walla Participants 



1. Anastasia 2. Annabeth 

3. Connor and Tessa 4. Daniel 

5. Donna 6. Gerald 



7. Jess 8. Krista 

9. Lenora 10. Lydia 

11. Nadine 12. Nelly 



13. Paige 

 

14. Patricia and William 

15. Sally 16. Svetlana 
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